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Abstract

We study tax evasion at the top of the U.S. income distribution using micro-data from ran-
dom and operational audits and focused enforcement initiatives. Leveraging enforcement that
revealed noncompliance ex post, we find that under the audit methods used during 2006–2013,
individual random audit data failed to capture sophisticated evasion via offshore accounts and
pass-through businesses. Consequently, estimates based solely on individual random audit
data from this period under-state evasion by the highest-income Americans. We propose a the-
oretical explanation and construct new distributional estimates of noncompliance in the United
States. Accounting for sophisticated evasion increases unreported income of the top 1% of the
income distribution in 2006–2013 by 50% and increases the top 1% fiscal income share by about
1 percentage point.
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1 Introduction

How much do high-income individuals evade in taxes? And what are the main forms of tax non-

compliance of the top of the income distribution? Because taxable income and tax liabilities are

highly concentrated at the top of the income distribution, understanding noncompliance by high-

income taxpayers is critical for the analysis of tax evasion, for tax enforcement, and for the conduct

of tax policy.

A key difficulty in studying tax evasion by high-income individuals is the complexity of the

forms of tax evasion available to them. Non-compliance by high earners often involves legal and

financial intermediaries, such as shell companies and offshore banks, sometimes in countries with

a great deal of secrecy. Moreover, a large fraction of the income of top earners derives from closely-

held businesses. Misreporting in closely held businesses can be significant and yet difficult to

detect, due to resource constraints within the tax authority, to the complexity of business structures

with intertwined entities, and to the lack of third-party reporting. This complexity means that one

single data source is unlikely to uncover all forms of noncompliance at the top of the income

distribution.

In this paper, we attempt to quantify and overcome this limitation in the U.S. context by com-

bining a wide array of sources of micro data, including (i) individual random audit data, (ii) the

universe of operational audits conducted by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), and (iii) focused

enforcement activities (e.g., on offshore bank accounts and on specific evasive schemes used by

private business owners). Drawing on this unique combination of data, we show that estimates

based solely on individual random audits from 2006–2013 underestimate tax evasion at the top-

end of the income distribution. Specifically, we find that under the audit procedures used during

this period, individual random audit data do not capture most sophisticated evasion occurring

via offshore intermediaries and pass-through businesses. We provide a theoretical explanation for

these facts, and we propose a methodology to improve the estimation of the size and distribution

of tax noncompliance in the United States.

The starting point of our analysis is the IRS individual random audit program, known as the

National Research Program (NRP). Stratified random audits are commonly used to study and

measure the extent of tax evasion.1 Researchers use random audit data to test theories of tax

evasion (Kleven et al., 2011), and tax authorities use them to estimate the extent of tax evasion – the

tax gap – and select audits (IRS, 2019). Analyzing what individual audits detect in a representative

sample of the full population yields important insights for policymakers and researchers, but when

it comes to tax gap estimation especially, the main difficulty is that general purpose audits may

not detect all forms of tax evasion. The NRP individual random audits from 2006–2013 appear

1We use the term tax evasion in this paper to refer to unintentional and intentional noncompliance with tax obliga-
tions, and do not attempt to distinguish between them.
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to be well-designed to detect simple and common forms of tax evasion, such as unreported self-

employment income, overstated deductions, and the over-claiming of tax credits. But, we argue,

these audits did not detect more sophisticated types of evasion, at least during the period we study,

because doing so would require additional information, resources, and/or specialized staff.

Our first contribution is to quantify the limits of NRP random audit data spanning tax years

2006 to 2013 when it comes to estimating top-end evasion in the United States. We find that in

NRP individual random audit data from this period, detected evasion declines sharply at the top

of the income distribution, with less than 1% of income found by auditors to be under-reported

in the top 0.01%. Our analysis uncovers two key limitations of these audits which can account for

this drop-off: tax evasion through foreign intermediaries (e.g., undeclared foreign bank accounts)

and tax evasion via private businesses (e.g., under-reported revenues or overstated expenses in

a partnership). We stress that these limitations apply to NRP individual random audits during

our sample period and the audit procedures they entailed; they are not necessarily fundamental

limitations of random audit data.

We find that offshore tax evasion went almost entirely undetected in our random audit data.2

To establish this result, we analyze the sample of U.S. taxpayers who disclosed hidden offshore

assets in the context of specific enforcement initiatives conducted in 2009–2012. The very top of

the income distribution is dramatically over-represented in this sample. We find that offshore

evasion was rarely detected in the audits, even when it was in fact occurring.

We also find that tax evasion occurring in pass-through businesses (S corporations and part-

nerships) is highly under-detected in our individual random audit data. Pass-throughs are pri-

vate businesses whose income is taxed as income to their owners; pass-through ownership and

income are highly concentrated (Cooper et al., 2016). During our sample period, examiners audit-

ing pass-through owners during an individual random audit usually did not examine the degree

to which pass-through businesses duly reported their income, especially for complex businesses.

Thus, while the taxable income of taxpayers in the bottom 99% of the income distribution is com-

prehensively examined, up to half of the taxable income earned at the very top is not compre-

hensively examined under current individual random audit procedures. Analyzing micro-data

from a small-scale random audit program for S corporations, we show that evasion in these busi-

nesses is substantial: more than 20% of net business income is under-reported, five times more

than the total pass-through business income under-reporting detected in individual random au-

dits. We also show that the adoption of sophisticated tax evasion schemes involving pass-through

entities—micro-captive insurance and syndicated conservation easements—is prevalent among

high-income taxpayers.

Our second contribution is to propose corrected estimates of under-reported income through

2Our data cover the period prior to the collection of third-party reported information on foreign bank accounts,
which started in 2014. We analyze how our results can inform thinking about post-2014 evasion in Section 6.
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the income distribution —and to investigate the consequences of this under-reporting for the mea-

surement of inequality. We do so by starting from evasion estimated from individual random

audit data and proposing a correction for sophisticated evasion that goes undetected in these au-

dits. Although our corrected series feature only slightly more evasion on aggregate than in the

standard IRS methodology, our proposed adjustments have large effects at the top of the income

distribution. Our adjustments increase estimated unreported income by less than a factor of 1.2

on aggregate, but by a factor of 1.5 for the top 1%. After these adjustments, we estimate that

under-reported income as a fraction of true income (i.e., income that should legally be reported

on tax returns) rises from about 10% in the bottom 90% of the income distribution to 16% in the

top 1%. Out of this 16%, 6 percentage points correspond to sophisticated evasion undetected in

random audits. We also show that accounting for under-reported income increases the top 1% fis-

cal income share. In our preferred estimates, this share rises from 20.3% before audit to 21.4% on

average over 2006–2013. The result that accounting for tax evasion increases inequality is robust

to a range of robustness tests and sensitivity analysis (for instance, it is robust to assuming zero

offshore tax evasion).

Our third contribution is to explain why general-purpose audits are not uniformly able to de-

tect noncompliance across the income distribution. We consider a model in which taxpayers can

adopt a technology that reduces the probability that their evasion is detected at some cost. We

show that adoption of this technology is likely to be concentrated at the top of the income dis-

tribution for two reasons. First, high-income taxpayers have a greater demand for sophisticated

evasion strategies that reduce the probability of detection, provided that, for large incomes, (i) the

desired rate of evasion does not become trivial, and (ii) the cost of adopting becomes a trivial share

of income. This is true even holding the probability of audit by income fixed. Second, audit rates

are significantly higher at the top than at the bottom of the distribution, making evasion that is less

likely to be detected and corrected on audit more attractive at the top. We can also re-interpret the

model to think about situations where the outcome of an audit, if it occurs, is uncertain. With this

interpretation, for the same reasons as before, we show that high-income people are more likely

to adopt positions in the “gray area” between legal avoidance and evasion. Our model provides

an explanation for why high-income individuals may evade more taxes than average despite fac-

ing a higher audit probability, changing our understanding of tax evasion by high-income persons

relative to the canonical Allingham and Sandmo (1972) model.

Related Literature These findings provide a new picture of the distribution and composition of

tax non-compliance, with implications for tax enforcement and for the effective progressivity of

the US tax system. To optimize tax enforcement, it is important to know where in the income

distribution missing revenues can be recovered and their sources. For a complete understanding

of how the tax system shapes incentives, and how it treats different taxpayers, it is necessary to

complement information on the distribution and composition of reported income with that on
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unreported income.

Our findings also have implications for the academic literature on tax evasion. Recent research

suggests that taxpayers seldom evade taxes on third-party-reported income (Kleven et al., 2011;

Carrillo et al., 2017; Slemrod et al., 2017; IRS, 2019), and that deterring evasion where enforcement

is not supported by third-party information requires increasing the audit rate, the penalty rate,

or tax morale (Luttmer and Singhal, 2014). This characterization works well for the middle and

the bottom of the income distribution. But it misses the importance of the concealment of eva-

sion (even from auditors) at the top and the adoption of aggressive interpretations of tax laws.

From a government revenue perspective, the top of the income distribution is the sub-population

where understanding tax evasion is the most important, due to the concentration of income and

the progressivity of the individual income tax.

Due to a lack of data, there is relatively little research about noncompliance by high-income

individuals. Recent research sheds light on one such form of noncompliance, offshore tax eva-

sion (Johannesen et al., 2020; Alstadsaeter et al., 2019; Londoño-Vélez and Ávila-Mahecha, 2021).

Relative to this body of work our main contribution is to cover a wider range of sophisticated non-

compliance, including most importantly noncompliance through private businesses, a key source

of income at the top of the income distribution. This is particularly important in the US, where

a high and rising fraction of taxable individual income at the top of the distribution flows from

private pass-through businesses (Cooper et al., 2016; Smith et al., 2019a). As much as 50% of tax-

able income for the top 0.01% highest earners derives from such pass-throughs, a distinguishing

feature of the US tax system. Understanding noncompliance involving pass-throughs is therefore

essential to paint an accurate picture of the size and distribution of US individual income tax non-

compliance. Our results suggest that the growth of pass-through structures since the 1980s coin-

cided with the development of new strategies for sophisticated tax evasion, strategies facilitated by

pass-through ownership structures. We find that circa 2007, evasion via pass-through businesses

made a contribution to the tax gap that was perhaps twice as large as the contribution of offshore

evasion. Since 2007, offshore evasion has been subjected to an ambitious international crackdown

(De Simone et al., 2020; Casi et al., 2020), while, as we discuss further below, pass-through busi-

nesses have grown in importance and audits of pass-through businesses have fallen dramatically.

Compared to earlier work, our results suggest that sophisticated tax evasion is broader and more

systematic than the concealment of wealth in offshore accounts specifically, and that tax policy

shapes the types of sophisticated evasion strategies that high-income, high-wealth persons adopt.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 studies the distribution of noncom-

pliance detected in individual random audit data. Sections 3 and 4 provide direct evidence that

offshore and pass-through evasion are (i) highly concentrated at the top of the income distribu-

tion, (ii) rarely uncovered in individual random audits, and (iii) quantitatively important for the

measurement of income at the top. Section 5 considers other adjustments for undetected evasion.
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In Section 6 we present our estimates of the distribution of noncompliance and investigate their

implications for the measurement of inequality. Section 7 presents our theoretical analysis, and

Section 8 concludes. The Appendix contains additional empirical and theoretical analysis.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 studies the distribution of noncom-

pliance detected in individual random audit data. Sections 3 and 4 provide direct evidence that

offshore and pass-through evasion are (i) highly concentrated at the top of the income distribu-

tion, (ii) rarely uncovered in individual random audits, and (iii) quantitatively important for the

measurement of income at the top. Section 5 considers other adjustments for undetected evasion.

In Section 6 we present our estimates of the distribution of noncompliance and investigate their

implications for the measurement of inequality. Section 7 presents our theoretical analysis, and

Section 8 concludes. This paper is supplemented by an Online Appendix containing additional

empirical and theoretical results.

2 The Distribution of Evasion Detected in Random Audits

2.1 Background on IRS Random Audits

The National Research Program random audits are the main data source used to study the extent

and composition of individual tax evasion in the United States (see, e.g., Andreoni et al., 1998;

Johns and Slemrod, 2010; IRS, 2016a, 2019; DeBacker et al., 2020).3 NRP auditors assess compliance

across the entire individual tax return—the Form 1040—based on information from the schedules

of this Form, third-party information reports, the taxpayer’s own records, and measures of risk

comparing all this information to information on the broader filing population.4 The procedures

followed in the 2006–2013 random audits were standard audit procedures for audits of individual

taxpayers conducted by the Small Business and Self-Employed operating division of the IRS.

Our analyses of the NRP pool data from the random audits conducted for tax years 2006–2013.

The NRP uses a stratified random sample which over-samples top earners. Our pooled sample

includes 105,167 audited taxpayers, of which 12,003 are in the top 1% of the reported income dis-

tribution. We use the NRP weights to compute statistics that are representative of the full popu-

lation of individual income tax filers. Our sample is large enough to obtain precise estimates for

groups as small as the top 0.01% (although splitting this top group by other characteristics tends

to leave us with too little statistical power for informative analysis). Our main statistic of interest

is the rate of income under-reporting—the amount of income under-reported expressed as a fraction

3Further background on the NRP is in the Internal Revenue Manuals here: https://www.irs.gov/irm/part4/irm_
04-022-001.

4We use the terms “NRP audits” and “NRP auditors” to refer to audits conducted as part of the National Research
Program. Earlier IRS random audit studies under the Taxpayer Compliance Measurement Program (TCMP) consisted
of line-by-line examinations of the individual tax return. The NRP aims to provide a similarly comprehensive measure
of compliance at a reduced administrative cost and burden on the taxpayer. See Brown and Mazur (2003) for more on
the TCMP and how the NRP uses revised procedures to achieve similar objectives.
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of true income.5 In the main text we focus on point estimates; confidence intervals for the rate of

income mis-reporting are reported in the Online Appendix (Figure A1). As we are interested in

assessing how noncompliance affects measured inequality, we use the same definition of income

as Piketty and Saez (2003), market income defined as total income (Line 22 of the 2012 Form 1040)

less Social Security benefits (Line 20b), unemployment compensation (Line 19), alimony (Line 11),

and taxable refunds (Line 10). As we show below, other income definitions yield similar results.

It has long been acknowledged that in the context of an audit, some noncompliance may go

undetected. The IRS uses a methodology, known as Detection-Controlled Estimation (DCE), to

estimate undetected noncompliance (Feinstein, 1991; Erard and Feinstein, 2011). Official estimates

of the individual income tax gap for the period we study (e.g., IRS, 2019) use DCE methodology, as

does prior work on the distribution of noncompliance (Johns and Slemrod, 2010). In this section,

we describe what is detected in the course of individual random audits, without any correction

for undetected noncompliance.6 We incorporate the additional under-reporting identified by DCE

into our analysis in Section 5; before this Section, all of our analysis excludes any DCE adjustment.

2.2 The Distribution of Detected Evasion

We start the analysis by showing the rate of income under-reporting across the income distribu-

tion. Unless otherwise noted, all our analyses in this paper rank taxpayers by their estimated

true income (with different measures of “true income” depending on the method used to estimate

unreported income).7 On aggregate, 4.0% of true income is found under-reported in NRP ran-

dom audits.8 Figure 1a shows that the rate of income under-reporting hovers around 4% to 5%

through most of the income distribution and falls sharply within the top 0.1% to less than 1% in

the top 0.01%.910 As shown by Appendix Figure A1, this profile of evasion is relatively precisely

5Tax Gap studies (IRS, 2016a, 2019; Johns and Slemrod, 2010) often estimate a similar quantity called the Net Misre-
porting Percentage, income under-reporting divided by the total of the absolute value of true income, which can differ
from what we estimate for components of income that can be negative. We use a different term here partly because we
never use absolute values of negative components of income.

6DeBacker et al. (2020) perform a similar analysis and obtain similar results. However, because of our subsequent
results on offshore and business evasion, our interpretation of the patterns seen in the NRP is different. We argue that
the low detected evasion at the top is a consequence of the fact that sophisticated evasion is less likely to be detected,
not that high-income taxpayers are much more compliant.

7Ranking taxpayers by reported income would lead to downward-biased estimates of the rate of income under-
reporting at the top, because the act of under-reporting income moves taxpayers down the distribution of reported
income. Figure A3 and Table A2 illustrate how re-ranking from reported to corrected income shapes these estimates.

8This estimate is smaller than the official IRS (2019) estimates of noncompliance for this period, in which 11% of
aggregate true income is unreported, because the official estimates include undetected noncompliance estimated by
DCE methods.

9Unless otherwise noted, our estimates include all taxpayers, including those found over-reporting income and those
with no change in income upon audit. Taxpayers who under-reported income under-reported 4.5% of aggregate true
income, while taxpayers who over-reported income over-reported the equivalent of 0.5% of aggregate true income. The
majority of over-reported income is in the bottom half of the exam-corrected income distribution; the implications of
over-reporting for aggregate tax liabilities and for noncompliance at the top are negligible.

10We omit the P0-P10 group in Figure 1a because aggregate exam-corrected income in this group is negative, which
complicates the interpretation of the rate of under-reporting. This excludes 1.4% of total net under-reporting from
depiction in the Figure. Although about 21% of total net under-reporting is found for individuals in the bottom bin of
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estimated.

Figure 1a also decomposes unreported income by type of income. By far the largest type of

unreported income is Sole Proprietor income, reported on Schedule C of the income tax return.

Under-reporting in this category comprises about 50% of all detected evasion. The next-largest

category involves corrections to Form 1040 Line 21 income (“Other income”), which mostly reflect

disallowed business losses carried over from previous years. Adjustments to line 21 are relatively

uncommon but they can be large when they occur. The taxpayers with the largest adjustments in

this category typically have negative reported income due to past business losses, but once those

losses are disallowed, their exam-corrected income falls in the top 1% of the income distribution.

Additional information on the composition of under-reported income in the full population and

in the top 1% is reported in Appendix Table A1.

FIGURE 1: DETECTED UNDER-REPORTING AND THE COMPOSITION OF INCOME ACCORDING

TO RANDOM AUDIT DATA
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Notes: Figure 1a shows unreported income detected in 2006–2013 NRP individual random audit data, without any
correction for undetected evasion, expressed as a fraction of exam-corrected income. Tax units are ranked by their exam-
corrected market income (defined as total income reported on form 1040 minus Social Security benefits, unemployment
insurance benefits, alimony, and state refunds). Detected unreported income decreases sharply within the top 1% of
the income distribution. Misreporting of Schedule C income comprises the bulk of detected evasion. Little evasion is
detected for partnership and S corporation business income and financial capital income, important sources of income at
the top. Figure 1b plots the share of exam-corrected market income in each of the four categories used by IRS (2016a) to
describe the comprehensiveness of third-party information and withholding. “Little or no information” includes non-
farm proprietor income, line 21 other income, rents and royalties, farm income, and form 4797 income. “Substantial
information” includes interest and dividends. “Some information” includes partnership and S corporation business
income and capital gains. “Substantial information and withholding” includes just wage and salary income. Chart 1 of
IRS (2016a) reports estimated under-reporting rates of 63% for “little or no information,” 19% for “some information,”
7% for “substantial information,” and 1% for “substantial information and withholding.” We observe in the figure a
shift in the composition of income from the bottom 99% to the top of the top 1%, away from income with substantial
information reporting and toward income with only limited information reporting (e.g. Schedule K-1 reporting for
partnership sand S corporations, 1099-B reporting for some but not all capital gains).

Four remarks are in order. First, our results are robust to using other definitions of income. Ap-

the reported income distribution, we show in Appendix Table A2 that the vast majority of this under-reporting is done
by taxpayers who rank further up in the exam-corrected income distribution. This fact is also apparent in Figure A3.
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pendix Figure A2 shows that using adjusted gross income rather than market income gives nearly

identical results for all but the very bottom bin. Second, NRP random audits detect little evasion on

wages, interest, dividends, and capital gains. A natural explanation for this fact is that these forms

of income are subject to substantial third-party reporting (IRS, 2016a; Kleven et al., 2011).11 How-

ever, interest, dividends, and capital gains accruing to offshore accounts only started being subject

to information reporting with the implementation of the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act in

2014, after our period of study. Thus, the low evasion rates on financial capital income recorded in

the 2006–2013 NRP may, in part, be due to the fact that some evasion on offshore capital income

went undetected.

Third, there is an asymmetry in the detected rates of evasion across different types of business

income. For sole proprietor income, which is supported by relatively little third-party information

(Slemrod et al., 2017), the under-reporting rate is 37% overall and 19% for the top 1%. For partner-

ship and S corporation business income, also supported by relatively little third-party information,

detected noncompliance is much lower: 5% overall and 2% for the top 1%.12 As discussed below,

sole proprietor income is subject to extensive examination in the context of the NRP, while the

examination of S corporation and partnership business income faces practical limitations.

Fourth, detected evasion among those with very high incomes is extremely low. In the top

0.01% by exam-corrected income, just 0.6% of true income is under-reported. This is a direct conse-

quence of the fact that the NRP uncovers little noncompliance on interest, dividends, pass-through

business income, and capital gains—the key sources of income in the top 0.01%. This observation

is especially surprising given the lack of comprehensive information reporting on key sources of

income at the top. Figure 1b illustrates how the extent of information reporting changes across

the income distribution. In the bottom 99% of the distribution, about 90% of market income is

wage and pension income, which is subject to substantial information reporting and withhold-

ing. Within the top 1%, there is a dramatic shift away from wages and pensions, towards private

business income and capital gains, for which there is only limited information reporting.13 Prior

literature suggests a strong empirical relationship between the presence of third-party information

and rates of evasion (Kleven et al., 2011; IRS, 2019). IRS (2019) estimates that the rate of under-

reporting on income subject to substantial information reporting and withholding is just 1%, while

the rate of under-reporting on income subject to "some information" reporting is 17%. As such, we

might expect the shift in the composition of income we observe in Figure 1b to be accompanied by

11Capital gains were subject to some information reporting throughout our period of study; a reform added the
requirement that brokers report not just sale price but also cost basis starting in tax year 2011.

12Schedule K-1 provides some information on pass-through business income, but whether this is truly “third-party”
information depends on whether a given individual owner can control what is being reported on the K-1. Moreover,
the K-1 amounts could already be understating income due to under-reporting on the business’s tax return. We discuss
both of these issues in Section 4.

13In the top 0.01%, about two-thirds of income derive from private businesses, capital gains, and “other income.”
An additional 15% derives from interest and dividends, some of which (e.g., investment income accruing to offshore
accounts) were subject to limited information reporting during our sample period
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an increase in rates of under-reporting, but we observe the opposite in Figure 1a.

2.3 Direct Evidence for Undetected Evasion at the Top

We now provide simple and direct evidence that our random audit data miss significant top-end

evasion. We compare the amount of evasion estimated at the top in random audit data with the

amount found in operational audits. Operational audits include all audits other than NRP ran-

dom audits: correspondence audits, conventional in-person audits, sophisticated audits of high-

income/high-wealth individuals, and a variety of other specialized audit programs. The IRS pri-

oritizes audits of taxpayers who, based on a variety of factors, it expects to be non-compliant, so

operational audits are not typically conducted at random. On average between 2007-2013, 17% of

tax units in the top 0.01% were audited per year.14

Because only a fraction of the population is subject to an operational audit in a given year,

evasion uncovered in operational audit data should be much lower than the population-weighted

NRP estimates of evasion. However, as shown by Figure 2, this is not the case at the top. The pop-

ulation estimate of evasion for the top 0.01% from the NRP falls substantially below the amount

assessed in operational audits alone. On average over fiscal years 2007-2013, in operational audits

$967 million (in 2012 dollars) per year were assessed in additional taxes owed by the top 0.01%

(by reported income). In the extreme scenario where all non-audited taxpayers evaded zero, this

implies that the top 0.01% by reported income evaded at least 1.2% of taxes owed. This lower

bound for the amount of evasion in the top 0.01% is already far larger than the NRP point esti-

mate, which is less than 0.05%.15 In the next two bins—P99.9 to P99.95 and P99.95 to P99.99—the

lower bound based on taxes assessed in operational audits is comparable to the full population

NRP estimate, despite the fact that less than 10% of taxpayers in these groups were subject to an

operational audit. These results provide direct evidence that NRP audits from our sample period

must miss some noncompliance at the top.16

Random audit data from the period we study face two main limitations. First, the available

tools, procedures, and resources placed limits on the extent to which some types of evasion are

14Appendix Figure A6a depicts the fraction of tax units subject to an operational audit by fiscal year for the top 1%,
0.1% and 0.01% of reported AGI over time. Consistent with publicly available data, audit rates increased from the
beginning of our sample period until about 2013 and then fell due to budget cuts. Public data on audit rates comes from
the annual IRS Data Book, available at https://www.irs.gov/statistics/soi-tax-stats-irs-data-book.

15We note that the difference between the NRP tax gap and the operational audit tax gap in Figure 2 may not be statis-
tically significant, due to sampling variation in the NRP (see Appendix Figure A1). However, a statistically significant
difference is not necessary for the substantive point we make here. If operational audits of 10% or less of the top 0.01%
each year uncovers half of all evasion in this group, which is less extreme than the lower bound scenario but still very
conservative, the NRP point estimate should be twice the operational audit total. The NRP point estimate is sufficiently
precise to rule this out with high confidence.

16Although Figure 2 provides an informative comparison between what is assessed in operational vs. NRP audits,
it is not directly informative about the true level of the tax gap at the top, for two reasons. First, since only a small
and selected fraction of the population is subject to an operational audit, one cannot infer the true level of tax evasion
using operational audit data alone. Second, because in operational audit data we only observe reported (not corrected)
income in the year of the audit, we rank tax units by reported income in Figure 2. When ranking by reported income,
top earners mechanically have low evasion, since they are selected on high declared income.
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FIGURE 2: TAX GAP: OPERATIONAL AUDITS VS. POPULATION-WEIGHTED RANDOM AUDITS
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Notes: This figure compares noncompliance detected in operational audit data to population estimated noncompliance
in the NRP, focusing on the top 10% of the distribution. Unlike in other figures, we rank individuals by reported income.
We plot total evaded tax assessed as a fraction of total tax due in each bin, for both operational audits (pooling fiscal
years 2007–2013) and population-weighted NRP audits (pooling fiscal years 2006–2013). Random audits uncover a very
small amount of evasion in the top 0.01% by reported income. Operational audits represent a lower bound on total
evasion because they only capture evasion of audited taxpayers. Yet they uncover substantially more evasion than the
NRP population estimate in the top 0.01%.

detected, especially at the top. Until recently, there was little evidence available on the nature and

magnitude of these sophisticated types of evasion, making it hard to quantify them. We examine

new evidence on this issue in Sections 3 (offshore evasion) and 4 (pass-through businesses). Sec-

ond, even for a given set of tools and procedures, examiners varied in their propensity to detect

evasion (e.g., because of different experience). The DCE methodology we incorporate in Section 5

was designed to address this issue.

3 Offshore Evasion

In 2008, the IRS and the U.S. Justice Department began an ambitious crackdown on offshore tax

evasion, described in Johannesen et al. (2020). Key steps in this process included 1) legal actions

against specific foreign banks, during which banks turned over records on Americans’ concealed

accounts, 2) the establishment in 2009 of Offshore Voluntary Disclosure programs, whereby tax-

payers could disclose prior noncompliance and pay penalties but avoid criminal prosecution, and

3) the 2010 passage and 2014 implementation of the Foreign Accounts Tax Compliance Act. In

this Section, we leverage the retrospective information created by this crackdown to study how

accounting for offshore evasion modifies evasion detected in 2007, the year preceding the start of

11



the crackdown.

3.1 Background and Data on Offshore Evasion

To first give some texture to our analysis, we gathered all public records from the Department of

Justice website listing indictments, settlements, or convictions for offshore tax evasion in 2009-2021

(DOJ, 2021). These records contain descriptions of 178 cases of prosecuted offshore tax evasion;

naturally, these cases are selected and likely on the high-end in terms of noncompliance. A few

results are worth noting. First, noncompliance in this sample is sophisticated. In 78% of the cases,

offshore assets were held through at least one intermediate offshore structure (e.g., shell company

or trust), and in 35% of the cases through multiple intertwined offshore structures.17 Second, the

amounts of unreported income are highly skewed, ranging from hundreds of thousands of dollars

to $200 million over several years. Third, in nearly all cases, individuals were accused or convicted

of failing to pay tax on the financial income generated by the assets in the account. Moreover, in

about 30% of cases, the records suggest that pre-tax business profits were also diverted offshore

and the corresponding income taxes under-paid. Last, 93% of prosecuted individuals were male.

We now present the IRS micro-data we use for our analysis of offshore evasion. We construct

two lists of individuals who are likely to have been evading taxes on income from their offshore

assets prior to the crackdown that started in 2008. These lists build on Johannesen et al. (2020), who

found that the initial wave of enforcement in 2008 and 2009 caused a large increase in the reporting

of offshore accounts and the associated financial income. The first list comprises participants in

the Offshore Voluntary Disclosure (OVD) Program. We gathered data on all participants in OVD

Programs from 2009 to 2015 and matched 50,020 OVD participants to their individual tax returns.18

We refer to this sample as the OVDP sample.

The second list consists of individuals reporting that they own offshore assets by filing a For-

eign Bank Account Report (FBAR) for the first time between 2009 and 2011. U.S. persons that are

the beneficial owners of more than $10,000 in offshore financial wealth have been required to dis-

close this wealth to the government since the 1970s by filing an FBAR. We use only those first-time

FBAR filers with U.S. addresses, disclosing an account in a tax haven.19 Johannesen et al. (2020)

show that the large majority of these taxpayers had been evading U.S. tax on these assets prior to

17Because descriptions of cases do not always detail how concealed offshore assets were held, these numbers are
lower bounds for the frequency of sophisticated holdings of assets.

18This 50,020 figure does not include approximately 6,000 program participants who we could not match to their
individual tax returns. About two-thirds of these were businesses. The rest did not file a tax return in the year we
wished to analyze, e.g., because their participation in OVDP was too recent.

19We use the same list of tax havens as Johannesen et al. (2020): Anguilla, Antigua and Barbuda, Aruba, Bahamas,
Bahrain, Belize, Bermuda, British Virgin Islands, Cayman Islands, Cook Islands, Cyprus, Dominica, Grenada, Guernsey,
Hong Kong, Isle of Man, Jersey, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Malta, Mauritius, Monaco, Netherland Antilles, Panama,
Singapore, St. Kitts and Nevis, St. Lucia Island, Switzerland, and Turks and Caicos Islands. Johannesen et al. (2020)
constructed this list using countries mentioned in OECD (2000), plus a few other countries with strong banking secrecy.
This is not an official definition used by the IRS, which has no official list of countries it considers tax havens.
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disclosing them in response to enforcement.20 We match 31,752 such taxpayers to their individ-

ual income tax returns. We refer to this sample as the FBAR sample. Individuals in this sample

disclosed $124 billion in offshore wealth between 2009 and 2011. Total reported FBAR wealth was

about $275 billion in 2011, indicating that a sizable share of all wealth reported on FBARs corre-

sponded to wealth in tax havens newly disclosed by filers with U.S. addresses. As we discuss

below, our preferred estimate of total wealth concealed in tax havens by US persons is around $1

trillion in 2007 (Alstadaeter et al., 2018). This suggests that around 12 percent of all the wealth that

was concealed in 2007 was disclosed by individuals in our FBAR sample in 2009–2011.

We rank each individual in these lists in the income distribution, using income data from the

tax year after the disclosure of the offshore account. The results in Johannesen et al. (2020) suggest

that this is the year in which individuals start complying with their tax obligations. We rank

individuals by adjusted gross income (AGI) for simplicity. We report similar results with rankings

based on other definitions of income.

3.2 Empirical Analysis of Offshore Evasion

We first show that NRP audits very seldom detected offshore tax evasion in the time period we

study. As the NRP random sample (which is stratified) and the offshore lists contain dispropor-

tionately many observations of high-income individuals, there is some overlap between them—i.e.,

taxpayers who were randomly audited and also show up in our lists of likely offshore evaders. Be-

fore tax year 2009, FBAR compliance was not specifically examined in NRP audits. After auditors

started examining FBAR compliance, 41 taxpayers were subject to a NRP audit before they ap-

peared on our list of first-time FBAR filers with US addresses and haven accounts. Of these, fewer

than 5 were flagged by NRP examiners for non-compliance with their FBAR obligation. Among

all first-time FBAR filers, 187 taxpayers were audited in the NRP before disclosing an offshore

account in 2009-2011, and again in fewer than 5 cases was any FBAR non-compliance detected.

Likewise, of the 98 OVD participants whose FBAR compliance was examined in a random audit

before entering OVD programs, fewer than 5 were flagged for FBAR non-compliance. In brief,

random audits very rarely uncovered offshore evasion among taxpayers who were in fact likely to

be evading.

Two caveats about our interpretation of these findings are worth noting. First, these figures

are based on small samples. Second, taxpayers with offshore evasion detected in a random audit

would no longer be non-compliant by the time we construct our lists of likely evaders. To alleviate

these concerns, in Figure 3a we plot the rates of detected noncompliance over offshore wealth in the

full NRP sample (not restricting to taxpayers who also appear in our lists of likely evaders). These

rates are extremely small. In fact, they are much smaller than the fraction of taxpayers from each

20We note that this sample may contain some individuals who had an offshore account for legitimate reasons and
were unaware of their FBAR filing obligation prior to increased enforcement, but we find it less plausible that very
high-income individuals with accounts in havens were unaware of these obligations.
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group of the income distribution that appear on our lists of likely evaders (shown in Figure 3b), a

lower bound for the true fraction of offshore evaders. As Figure 3b shows, the probability to appear

on our offshore lists reaches close to 7% in the top 0.01% of the income distribution.21 Far more

high-income individuals appear on our lists of offshore evaders than the (population-weighted)

estimates from NRP audit data would suggest, even though these lists only cover a subset of all

offshore evaders.

Figure 3c shows the distribution of offshore wealth by rank in the income distribution using

wealth reported on FBARs in the FBAR sample. Of the $124 billion in offshore wealth disclosed,

21% belongs to the top 0.01% of the income distribution and 29% to the rest of the top 0.1%. This

offshore wealth is far more concentrated than non-hidden wealth, of which about 7% belongs to the

top 0.01% according to estimates from Saez and Zucman (2016), as updated in Saez and Zucman

(2020).22 The contrast confirms that findings in the previous figures were not simply driven by the

overall concentration of wealth at the top of the distribution, but that concealed offshore wealth is

especially concentrated at the top. Even the relatively small amount of FBAR wealth attributed to

the bottom 90% of the income distribution (17% when ranking by AGI and 11% when ranking by

total positive income) may actually belong to the top. Most FBAR wealth in the bottom 90% comes

from a small number of large accounts; the median level of FBAR wealth for those in the bottom

50% of the distribution is around $200,000 and the mean is $2.5 million. If the true income of these

large account holders could be observed, it would likely be near the top. To illustrate how much

this might matter, Figure 3c shows the impact of reassigning FBAR wealth from the bottom 90% to

the top 10% of the income distribution, in proportion with the FBAR wealth already attributed to

the top 10%.

One caveat is that our samples of likely evaders are not necessarily representative of all individ-

uals engaging in offshore evasion. Both the FBAR and OVDP samples comprise individuals who

chose to disclose their offshore wealth via the OVDP or via a likely “quiet disclosure” (see Johan-

nesen et al., 2020).We do not have direct evidence on the direction of the selection, but data from

other countries suggests offshore wealth may be even more concentrated at the very top than we

estimate. Alstadsaeter et al. (2019) use leaked data from HSBC Switzerland and estimate that 52%

of offshore wealth in that bank was owned by taxpayers in the top 0.01% of the wealth distribution

in Scandinavia.
21Appendix Figure A4 shows that our choice of income definition matters little for these estimates. We compare

specifications using AGI, as in Figure 3b, with total positive income (which essentially re-ranks those with large business
losses towards the top), and the sum of interest, dividend, and capital gains income (a rough proxy for wealth). The
profile is similar across these three income definitions, though it is steepest for financial capital income, followed by
positive income.

22Our focus is documenting the large difference between ownership shares of offshore and domestic wealth rather
than the change in wealth shares over time. Using alternative estimates of wealth shares would lead to similar findings.
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FIGURE 3: FINDINGS FROM DATA ON OFFSHORE EVASION
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Note: This figure summarizes the main findings on offshore wealth from data on the OVDP and FBAR samples of likely
offshore evaders. Panel (a) reports the share of taxpayers estimated to own either a compliant or non-compliant offshore
account in the NRP random audit data. Auditors indicated whether each taxpayer had an FBAR filing requirement and
whether the taxpayer complied with that requirement. We observe that rates of detected non-compliance are very low,
much lower than the lower-bound rates of non-compliance shown in panel (b). Panel (b) plots the fraction of the full
population that appears on our list of likely offshore evaders, by bin of adjusted gross income (measured in the tax year
after disclosure of the offshore account), accounting for overlap between the lists (as OVD participants were required
to file delinquent FBARs). We observe a steep profile of the probability of disclosing a previously hidden account by
income rank. Nearly 7% of taxpayers in the top 0.01 percent of the income distribution appears in one of the two
lists. In Panel (c), we plot wealth shares for non-hidden wealth from Saez and Zucman (2016) updated in Saez and
Zucman (2020) by bin of market income (defined as total income reported on form 1040 minus Social Security benefits,
unemployment insurance benefits, alimony, state refunds, and other income), versus wealth reported on FBARs by
the first-time FBAR filers with U.S. addresses and accounts in tax havens (ranking by positive market income after
disclosure). We observe that FBAR wealth is extremely concentrated at the top of the income distribution.
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3.3 Implications of Offshore Evasion for the Distribution of Evasion

We now consider the magnitude of the adjustment to the income under-reporting gap implied by

accounting for undetected offshore evasion. Following Alstadsaeter et al. (2019), we estimate the

amount of unreported offshore income by proceeding in four steps. Each step entails an assump-

tion. We summarize the assumptions we make in our preferred scenario and in sensitivity analysis

in Appendix Table A3.

Benchmark Assumptions. In our benchmark scenario we make the following assumptions. First,

we start with an estimate of aggregate offshore wealth in tax havens owned by U.S. households in

2007: $1,058 billion, the equivalent of 1.7% of total U.S. household wealth. This number is taken

from Alstadaeter et al. (2018), Appendix Table A.3; it was obtained by Alstadaeter et al. (2018) by

allocating the 2007 global amount of offshore wealth estimated in Zucman (2013) to each country,

using retrospective statistics on the ownership of offshore bank deposits released by the Bank for

International Settlements in 2016. Second, we assume that 95% of that wealth was hidden. Some

accounts were certainly properly declared in 2007, but a 95% rate is consistent with the United

States Senate (2008, 2014) reports, which found that 90%–95% of the wealth held by American

clients of a number of Swiss banks were undeclared before FATCA.

Third, we assume a taxable rate of return on this offshore wealth of 6.0% to convert the stock

of concealed offshore wealth to a taxable income flow. This rate of return is inferred from what is

known about the portfolio composition of global offshore wealth and the rate of return on these

assets in 2007. Specifically, Zucman (2013) estimates that in 2007, around 75% of global offshore

wealth was invested in securities (mostly equities and mutual fund shares) and 25% in bank de-

posits. Our 6% taxable return is obtained by assigning the average interest rate paid by Swiss banks

to deposits and half of the S&P 500 return to securities (with the other half consisting of unrealized

capital gains).23 We note that in a counterfactual policy environment where this wealth was not

concealed and subject to tax, taxpayers might reallocate their portfolio toward assets generating

unrealized capital gains and away from those generating taxable financial income. Tax gap esti-

mates do not conventionally account for such behavioral responses. 24 On the other hand, we may

under-state the proper conversion factor from offshore wealth to a taxable income flow because we
23The average interest rate paid by Swiss banks on their term deposits was 4.3% in December 2006. Specifically, at

the end of 2006, 51% of the fiduciary deposits managed by Swiss banks were invested in US$, 29% in euros, and the
rest in Swiss francs, British pounds, and yens (Swiss National Bank, 2007, Table 36). Money market interest rates were
5.4% for 3-months deposits in US$, 3.7% for 3-month deposit in euros, and 2.1% for 3-month deposits in Swiss francs (as
reported in the money market rate statistics of the Swiss National Bank, https://data.snb.ch/en/topics/ziredev/
cube/zimoma). The weighted average rate was thus 4.3% (taking the yield on 3-months francs as representative of the
yield on deposits in currencies other than the euro and the US$). Moreover, in 2006 the U.S. Federal fund rate was in
range of 4.3% to 5.25%; the total nominal return (dividends reinvested) was 13.4% for the the S&P 500 (and 20.65% for
the MSCI world). With 25% of assets earning a 4.3% return in bank deposits and 75% earning half of a 13.4% return in
securities (with the other half in unrealized capital gains), we arrive at our taxable 6% return.

24If newly disclosed assets were largely structured to generate primarily unrealized capital gain income, this could
explain the relatively small implied taxable rate of return found by Johannesen et al. (2020), even if we suppose disclosed
assets are primarily invested in equities.
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account for financial capital income flows only, and not for evasion on the income that generated

the principal in the offshore account. As discussed above, many offshore evaders diverted income

from their business to their offshore accounts without paying tax to the US on the business income.

The additional amount of evasion due to this issue could be significant. For example, if offshore

wealth grew by 5% per year due to evasion on business income, then accounting for this would be

equivalent to increasing our assumed “rate of return” by 5 percentage points.25

Fourth, we distribute the aggregate amount of offshore wealth and income as follows. We take

a weighted combination of the distribution of offshore wealth observed among self-selected U.S.

filers who disclose a haven account by filing an FBAR for the first time in 2009-2011 (depicted in

Figure 3c), and the distribution of hidden wealth estimated by Alstadsaeter et al. (2019) in Scandi-

navia. We put equal weight on the U.S. disclosed offshore wealth distribution and the Alstadsaeter

et al. (2019) distributions. This implies that 60% of hidden wealth belongs to the top 0.1% and 35%

to the top 0.01% (vs. more than 50% in Scandinavia).

Benchmark Estimates. Under the first three assumptions, unreported offshore income adds up

to 0.7% of aggregate taxable income in 2007. As we saw in Section 2.2, before any correction for

undetected evasion, the NRP finds that 4.0% of income is under-reported. Adding unreported

offshore income increases this number to 4.7%. Figure 4a shows how adding offshore income

modifies the estimated profile of evasion. Unsurprisingly, adding offshore income has no visible

effect in the bottom 90% of the distribution and only a small effect between the 90th and 99th

percentile. However, although offshore evasion is small on aggregate, accounting for it makes a

significant difference at the top. It increases the ratio of under-reported income to true income by

4 percentage points in the top 0.01%, and by 3 percentage points for the rest of the top 0.1%. As

a result, the sharp drop-off in the income under-reporting gap within the top 1% is undone by

accounting for offshore evasion.

To estimate the consequences of offshore evasion for the tax gap, we must make a fifth assump-

tion about the average marginal tax rate on income from offshore wealth. The average marginal

tax rate should plausibly be between the top marginal tax rate on ordinary income and the pre-

ferred tax rate on long-term capital gains and qualified dividends, which are 35% and 15% in our

reference year, respectively. Reflecting our earlier discussion about the portfolio composition of

offshore wealth, we use an average marginal tax rate of 25% in our preferred scenario.26 In to-

tal, we estimate that $15 billion in taxes was evaded from offshore accounts, with $10.5 billion of
25The 5% figure would be consistent with the offshore wealth being built steadily over about 14 years on average. If

we suppose wealth was built steadily over 30 years on average, our conversion factor is downward biased by about
2 percentage points. If we suppose the wealth was built steadily over 8 years or fewer on average, this implies a bias
in excess of 10 percentage points. Finally, we note that the average marginal tax rate on the total income flow due to
concealed offshore wealth would be larger if more of the income flow were business income.

26This rate is consistent with a scenario in which 25% of taxable offshore income is interest income, 50% is long-term
capital gains and qualified dividends, and 25% is short-term capital gains, non-qualified dividends and/or under-
reporting of pre-tax business income diverted offshore; see also footnote 23.
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FIGURE 4: ACCOUNTING FOR UNDETECTED OFFSHORE FINANCIAL INCOME

(a) Unreported Income (% True Income)
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Note: This figure plots the estimated income under-reporting rates with and without adding offshore tax evasion.
Panel (a) shows our preferred scenario and panel (b) panel reports our sensitivity analysis. Taxpayers are ranked by
exam-corrected market income in the NRP data, and offshore adjustments are made on the basis of positive market
income (to proxy for “true income”). We find that income under-reporting rates increase significantly at the top of the
income distribution when accounting for offshore evasion, reversing the drop-off in estimated evasion at the top seen
in uncorrected random audit data. The point estimate for the top 0.01 percent increases by 4 percentage points in our
benchmark scenario.

this total attributed to the top 0.1%, and $6.4 billion attributed to the top 0.01%.27 With the lower

15% marginal tax rate, the total tax gap figure decreases from $15 billion to $9 billion, and with

the higher 35% rate, it increases to $21 billion. Accounting for offshore evasion would therefore

increase the tax gap at the top of the distribution significantly.

Sensitivity Analysis. We present results of our sensitivity analysis in Figure 4b. For simplicity,

we focus on two scenarios: one in which each of our four assumptions is chosen (given the avail-

able evidence) to minimize the amount of offshore evasion at the very top, and one in which each

assumption is chosen to maximize it – see Appendix Table A3 for a summary. These scenarios

provide plausible lower and upper bounds for the size of offshore tax evasion at the top of the

income distribution.

The lower bound of the amount of offshore wealth ($750 billion) comes from the Boston Con-

sulting Group’s (BCG) Wealth Report of 2007, which estimated that wealthy North American res-

idents held about $37.7 trillion of wealth, 2% of which was held offshore.28 The upper-bound is

27Our benchmark estimate of $15 billion in revenue loss is lower than the $23 billion estimate in Zucman (2014), be-
cause Zucman (2014) includes both federal and state taxes (and thus applies a 30% combined federal-plus-state marginal
tax rate, as opposed to 25% in our benchmark scenario that captures federal taxes only) and assumes a 7% return (vs. 6%
in our benchmark scenario). Zucman (2014) also estimates evaded estates tax (assuming 3% of offshore wealth belongs
to decedents and a 40% estates tax rate), leading to total (income plus estate, federal plus state) tax evaded on offshore
wealth of $36 billion (Zucman, 2014, Table 1 p. 140).

28Alstadsaeter et al. (2019, footnote 28 p. 2090) list all the available estimates of the global amount of offshore around
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based on Guttentag and Avi-Yonah (2005), who built on the BCG Wealth Report of 2003, according

to which the total holdings of high-net-worth individuals in the world were $38 trillion, including

$16.2 trillion for North America residents. “Less than 10%” of this wealth was held offshore ac-

cording to BCG; using this percentage as an upper bound, as in Guttentag and Avi-Yonah (2005),

yields $1.5 trillion of U.S. offshore wealth. The lower-bound of the fraction of offshore wealth

which is hidden is based on United States Senate (2008, 2014) reports investigating the practices of

several Swiss banks in the U.S. In these reports, the investigation committee find that about 90%

of the wealth held by U.S. taxpayers at UBS Switzerland was undeclared, and that between 85%

and 95% of the accounts held by U.S. taxpayers at Credit Suisse were undeclared. For the taxable

rate of return, the conservative figure corresponds to the average daily 10-year Treasury rate for

the year 2007 and is similar to the interest rate on Swiss bank deposits, a floor for the overall return

since only about 25% of offshore wealth was invested in deposits. The upper-bound number is

the return on average equity for all U.S. banks, averaged over the year 2007. Total income under-

reporting via offshore accounts is $60.3 billion in the preferred scenario (0.7% of true total taxable

income), $28.7 billion in the lower bound scenario (0.3% of total income), and $165 billion in the

upper bound scenario (1.9% of total income). Finally, our preferred estimate of the distribution of

offshore wealth and income was a weighted combination of our FBAR distribution and the distri-

bution from leaks in the Nordic countries (Alstadsaeter et al., 2019). For the sensitivity analysis we

put 100% of the weight on one or the other of these.

Two conclusions emerge from Figure 4b. First, there is uncertainty in estimates of unreported

offshore income, which is reflected in the margin between the lower- and upper-bound aggregates

above. In the upper-bound scenario, under-reported income as a share of true income is 9.7 per-

centage points higher than in our preferred scenario for the top 0.01%, while in the lower bound

scenario is it 2.8 percentage points lower. Second, and interestingly, even in the lower-bound sce-

nario in which concealed offshore income is much smaller (0.3% of taxable income), accounting for

offshore evasion still has a large impact on estimated evasion at the top. It erases the downward-

sloping profile of unreported income (as a fraction of true income) suggested by the NRP random

audit data from the 99th percentile to the 99.99th percentile, while a drop-off remains in the top

0.01% in the lower bound scenario. In the lower bound scenario, accounting for offshore evasion

also doubles the amount of tax evasion detected in the NRP for the top 0.01%. The striking and

non-obvious result here is that even under very conservative assumptions, taking offshore evasion

into account implies large adjustments to estimated evasion at the top.

In Appendix Figure A5, we unpack each step of the sensitivity analysis to see which assump-

tions matter most. Specifically, we modify assumptions from the preferred scenario one-by-one to

arrive eventually at the upper and lower bound scenarios. We observe that the taxable return on

2007; the BCG estimate is the second lowest one, immediately after (and close to) an OECD estimate which is not broken
down by country.
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offshore wealth is the most important source of uncertainty. Our own assessment is that the low

rate of return used in the lower-bound scenario (4.5%, the 10-year Treasury yield) is likely too low

for individuals in the top 0.01% of the income distribution in 2007, given that a large fraction of

offshore wealth was invested in equities and evasion on pre-tax business income is likely signifi-

cant on top of the financial income generated by offshore wealth. However, direct evidence on this

question is limited. The next-most important assumption after the rate of return is the distribu-

tion of offshore assets. Changing this distribution primarily affects the amount of offshore evasion

allocated to the top 0.01% versus the rest of the top 1%.

Finally, it is worth asking how our results, which are for the year 2007 (before the increase

in enforcement effort on offshore wealth) can inform knowledge about top-end evasion post-

crackdown. The available evidence suggests that post-2007 enforcement may have substantially

reduced offshore evasion (Johannesen et al., 2020; De Simone et al., 2020). In particular, the imple-

mentation of the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act in 2014 has significantly increased the infor-

mation available to the IRS. We will take these facts into account in Section 6 when we present our

preferred estimates of top-end evasion in the United States. In any case, these results are the first

empirical demonstration in the U.S. context that some forms of evasion are highly concentrated at

the top of the income distribution, effectively invisible in random audit data, and quantitatively

important for the overall tax gap at the top. In what follows we provide evidence on another

(possibly rising) form of evasion that shares these properties, namely tax evasion occurring via

pass-through businesses.

4 Evasion on Pass-Through Business Income

Pass-through businesses (S corporations and partnerships) are not subject to the corporate income

tax. Instead, all of the income of these businesses “passes through" to their owners’ tax returns,

where it is subject to applicable taxes. Ownership of pass-through entities is highly concentrated

among the highest-income taxpayers, and the use of pass-through business structures has been on

the rise since 1986 (Cooper et al., 2016). As such, obtaining accurate estimates of noncompliance in

such structures is increasingly important. In this section we attempt to make progress on this ques-

tion by leveraging additional data, focusing on the benchmark year 2007 to facilitate aggregation

(in Section 6 below) with the offshore evasion results.

4.1 Background on Pass-Through Businesses

Administratively, pass-through businesses file returns reporting entity-level income. They allocate

this income to their owners on a form called the Schedule K-1. Individual owners should report

the income allocated to them on Schedules K-1 on their individual tax returns. When the owner

of a pass-through business can control what the business reports, the Schedule K-1 issued by that

business is not from an independent or unrelated third-party; in businesses where there is a single
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owner or a tight network of owners, the potential scope for noncompliance is similar to sole pro-

prietorship income.29 When the owner is passive, the business may under-report income and as

a result allocate too little income to its owners. Confirming the flow of income, deductions, cred-

its and other tax features of pass-through businesses takes expertise and resources. Partnerships

create a specific additional challenge to the audit process, because partnerships can be owned by

other entities, sometimes leading to complex ownership structures involving numerous partner-

ships, corporations, trusts, or other intermediaries (Cooper et al., 2016).

Conceptually, there are two types of potential non-compliance by individual owners of pass-

through businesses: individual-level under-reporting, e.g., failure to report income allocated to the

individual on a Schedule K-1, or mis-reporting whether that owner is active or passive (which has

tax consequences), and entity-level under-reporting, when income on the pass-through business re-

turn is under-reported. In the context of NRP random audits of individuals, resource constraints,

audit procedures, and the tools available to auditors limit the examination of entity-level under-

reporting. First, as detailed below, when individuals report partnership or S corporation income

on their individual tax returns, auditors rarely examine the tax returns of the corresponding pass-

through businesses. Significant resources and expertise are necessary to audit up through pass-

through returns and ensure that the correct income (and other tax features) flow through to the

relevant individual income tax returns. The IRS does conduct audits to examine tax compliance of

pass-through businesses and their owners, but these audit programs are unrelated to NRP random

audits of individuals. Second, there is no recurring random audit program of pass-through busi-

ness returns themselves. The most recent random audit program for partnerships was conducted

in 1982. A small random audit program on S corporations was conducted for tax years 2003-2004.

This situation has a number of implications. First, individual random audit data likely under-

estimate tax evasion occurring via entity-level under-reporting. In Appendix Table A1, we see that

in these data, only 4.6% of partnership and S corporation income is found to be under-reported,

compared to 36.7% for sole proprietorship income, which is subject to direct and comprehensive

examination. Figure 5a contrasts the probabilities that noncompliance was detected in NRP in-

dividual random audits for sole proprietorship income (Schedule C) and pass-through business

income (Schedule E). About 60% of the population of taxpayers with Schedule C income are esti-

mated to be under-reporting their Schedule C income. By contrast, only 14.5% of taxpayers with

pass-through business income are estimated to be under-reporting their pass-through business

income. These cases primarily correspond to individual-level under-reporting rather than entity-

level under-reporting. Only 3.8% of taxpayers with pass-through business income are found to be

29In 2017, according to Statistics of Income (SOI) tabulations of S corporation tax returns, 66% of all S corporations
(earning 42% of all S corporation business income) had a single shareholder. When there is more than one owner,
misreporting of pass-through income may be riskier than misreporting of sole proprietorship income (Kleven et al.,
2016).
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under-reporting income via an audit of the pass-through business return.30 Detected entity-level

under-reporting represents one-quarter of all instances of detected pass-through under-reporting.

Second, when entity-level reporting is examined, detected noncompliance tends to be high. As

reported in Figure 5b, conditional on an entity being examined, more than 70% of business income

is found under-reported on average, as opposed to 50% for sole proprietorships. Consequently, the

small number of cases where examiners found under-reporting at the entity level (one quarter of

cases with detected under-reporting) account for 58% of all detected pass-through under-reporting

in dollar terms. Naturally, the high under-reporting in examined businesses may partly reflect

selection (auditors may be more likely to audit entities with observable traces of under-reporting).

Still, this finding suggests that a lack of comprehensive examination of pass-through entities may

bias overall estimates from individual random audit data significantly.

Third, because the ownership of pass-through businesses is concentrated, the bias occurs pri-

marily at the top of the distribution. Figure 5c shows the fraction of reported income that the

various groups of the reported income distribution earn via pass-through businesses in 2007, our

benchmark year. For the bottom 90%, less than 5% of income comes from pass-throughs. However,

among the highest earners this fraction increases to 45%. In other words, comprehensive audits

of associated pass-through entities would be required to fully examine almost half the income

reported by the highest-income individuals.

Fourth, the bias affects several income categories, not only partnership and S corporation busi-

ness income. As shown by Figure 5c, the income that flows to individuals from pass-throughs does

not only consist of business income, but also includes dividends, interest, rents, and capital gains.

Determining compliance for such pass-through investment income (reported on Schedule K-1) is

more resource-intensive than for investment income reported (on 1099 Forms) by third parties di-

rectly to the individual and the IRS.31 On aggregate, about 15% of dividends, 20% of interest, and

30% of capital gains flow from pass-through businesses. The size of these flows (which largely go

unexamined in the context of individual random audits) suggests potential for a significant under-

estimation of aggregate noncompliance on investment income. Moreover, as shown by Figure 5d,

the fraction of investment income that derives from pass-throughs is highly skewed, so that the

potential bias is again concentrated at the very top. In the top 0.1% of the income distribution,

about 45% of interest and capital gains and 30% of dividends flow from pass-throughs.

Fifth, the magnitude of the tax gap due to pass-through evasion, and thus the magnitude of the

30More NRP related business audits occur for S corporations than for partnerships: About 75% of the audited related
businesses are S corporations despite the fact that more NRP participants are partnership owners than are S corpora-
tion owners. Based on conversations with experts, our understanding is that when audits of pass-through businesses
occur in the context of the NRP, the audited pass-through entities are typically small, simple businesses where the in-
dividual taxpayer being audited has access to the business’s records. Large pass-through businesses—where income is
concentrated—are very rarely examined.

31A further complication is that income that should be taxed as e.g. business income may be reported as capital
gains due to the lower tax rate on long-term capital gains. There is potential for legal avoidance along these lines,
noncompliance and, possibly, some gray area.
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FIGURE 5: PASS-THROUGH INCOME: DETECTED EVASION IN THE INDIVIDUAL RANDOM AU-
DITS AND CONCENTRATION
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Note: Panel (a) shows the unconditional probabilities that noncompliance is detected for sole proprietorship income
(schedule C) and pass-through business income (schedule E) in 2006–2013 NRP random audits. Only 14.5% of taxpay-
ers with pass-through business income are found to be under-reporting their pass-through business income. Among
these cases, only a quarter correspond to cases in which evasion is detected at the business level. Panel (b) shows the
fraction of true business income found underreported in the in 2006–2013 NRP random audits for sole proprietorships,
passthrough businesses when the entity is examined, and passthrough businesses when the entity is not examined.
Panel (c) shows the fraction of reported market income earned via pass-through businesses by reported market in-
come in 2007, by bin of reported market income. Income earned via pass-through businesses includes business income
(S corporation and partnership profits), investment income (capital gains, dividends, and interest), and positive rents
(lumped with business income) flowing from pass-throughs. For rents, we assume that 50% of positive rental income
derives from pass-throughs and assume that this ratio is constant across the distribution; for other forms of investment
income, pass-through investment income is taken from Panel (d). Panel (d) shows the fraction of reported dividends,
interest, and capital gains earned via pass-throughs, by reported market income. These fractions are estimated in the
population-weighted 2006–2013 NRP sample by matching 1040 individual income tax returns to Schedules K-1.
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bias from failing to account for entity-level pass-through evasion, is likely to have grown over time.

Appendix Figure A7 illustrates how partnership and S corporation income has grown as a share

of overall income at the top of the distribution since the 1980s. The first panel shows that top 1%

income shares have risen substantially over time (by 1.83 times), and the majority of that growth

(66%) is attributable to pass-through income, which rises from 11% to 36% of top 1% incomes

over this period. The second panel isolates the trend in partnership and S corporation income

going to the top 1% as a share of total income, which rises steadily over this period (from 1% to

7%), including through the period of heightened offshore enforcement. Additionally, Figure A6b

depicts audit rates of individuals, pass-throughs and other corporations over time using data from

IRS (2022). We observe that pass-throughs were already subject to low audit rates prior to the

precipitous decline in the last decade. These already low audit rates declined by over 80% from

2011 to 2019; the current audit rate for partnerships and S-corporations is about 0.05%, which is

lower than the audit rate for even very low-income individuals and very small C corporations.32

We do not have data with which to credibly quantify the growth in evasion via pass-throughs over

time, but these two facts suggest that, perhaps unlike offshore evasion, pass-through evasion may

have grown substantially in recent years.

4.2 Evidence from Random Audits of S corporations

To provide quantitative insights on entity-level under-reporting, we analyze data on the S corpo-

ration random audit program from tax years 2003-2004. The data come from audits of 4,515 S

corporation tax returns. For line items on the S corporation tax return (Form 1120-S), we observe

originally reported and exam-corrected amounts.33 The sample is stratified based on risk and as-

sets; large S corporations are over-sampled (for more details, see Johns, 2009). We use sampling

weights to construct representative population estimates, pooling the years 2003 and 2004.

We estimate entity-level under-reporting as under-reported receipts plus over-reported deduc-

tions. Following Johns (2009), we do not include corrections to officer compensation deductions in

our measure of overall income under-reporting because those corrections are offset one-for-one at

the individual owner level by changes in wage income.34 To examine entity-level under-reporting

through the individual income distribution, we also linked the audited S corporations’ returns to

32In 2019, individuals with between $1 and $25,000 of total positive income were subject to an audit rate of 0.37%,
while C corporations with between $1 and $250,000 of assets were subject to an audit rate of 0.16%. For further details
refer to Table 17 of IRS (2022). The audit rate for partnerships and/or S corporations in 2019 is the lowest of any group
of tax returns for which an audit rate is reported in Table 17. In earlier years, the audit rate for partnerships and S
corporations is among the lowest of the group-specific audit rates reported in the table.

33The focus of the audit program was on the accuracy of business income reporting, i.e., the front page of the Form
1120-S. We do not have data on examinations of, e.g., tax credits claimed by S corporations (i.e., the information on
Schedule K of the 1120-S).

34For example, an owner who chooses to under-report officer compensation relative to the “reasonable compensation"
standard will report too much ordinary business income relative to that standard. Mis-classification of officer compen-
sation as ordinary business income allows owners to avoid Medicare and potentially other employment taxes. This type
of non-compliance is frequently detected in these audits (Johns, 2009). It matters for the tax gap but not for the extent of
income under-reporting.
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their owners’ tax returns via Schedules K-1. To obtain the best available estimate for owners’ rank

in the true income distribution, we use “quasi-corrected” income, defined as reported (market)

income from the owner’s Form 1040 plus the individual owner’s share of detected entity-level S

corporation under-reporting (excluding mis-reported officer compensation).

These data are subject to the same potential limitations as individual random audit data. First,

we make no corrections for undetected evasion, as in Section 2.2. Second, resource constraints and

audit procedures can limit the comprehensiveness of the examination of noncompliance, especially

in large businesses. Like individual random audits, these S corporation audits were conducted

by examiners from the Small Business and Self-Employed (SBSE) division of IRS, and the audit

procedures were the same as routine SBSE audits of S corporations. Given these limitations, we

interpret the data as likely providing a lower bound for the extent of entity-level under-reporting

in pass-through businesses. In distributing overall non-compliance through the individual income

distribution, we face a third limitation: we do not observe non-compliance on the individual tax

returns (Forms 1040) of the owners of the audited S corporations. Insofar as owners of under-

reporting S corporations tend also to under-report elsewhere on their individual tax return (see

e.g. Joulfaian, 2000), the estimated location of entity-level under-reporting will be biased toward

the bottom of the distribution, due to insufficient re-ranking (see Figure A3 and Table A2 for an

illustration of how accounting for re-ranking shifts under-reporting upward in the distribution).

We estimate that S corporations under-report 19.5% of true net business income. Appendix

Table A4 presents a line-by-line decomposition. Of total under-reporting, 26% represents under-

reported gross receipts or sales,35 69% over-reported deductions,36 and 5% mis-reporting of net

gains from the sale of business property (Form 4797) or “Other Income” (Form 1120-S line 5).

In Figure 6, we examine pass-through under-reporting through the individual income distri-

bution. Figure 6a reports the distribution of 1) reported, 2) exam-corrected, and 3) under-reported

S corporation income by owner income bin.37 Both reported S corporation income and S corpora-

tion income corrected for entity-level under-reporting are concentrated at the top of the individual

income distribution, with 49% (45%) of reported (corrected) S corporation income belonging to in-

dividuals in the top 0.1%. In total, 79% (75%) of reported (corrected) S corporation income belongs

to owners in the the top 1%. The reported income shares are larger than the corrected income

shares because we estimate that under-reported income is less concentrated than reported income,

with 51% of under-reporting in the top 1%. Most of this difference is attributable to a drop-off in

35The under-reporting rate for receipts on their own is lower than most other line items: 0.3% of gross receipts is
under-reported, but 0.3% under-reporting rate of gross receipts translates to 5.1% of net S corporation income.

36Over-reported deductions here excludes officer compensation but including the cost of goods sold. The largest
component of over-reported deductions is Form 1120-S Line 19: “Other Deductions.” However, some corrections to
line 19 pertain to line-switching, i.e. when an examiner determines that deductions reported on line 19 should have
been entered elsewhere. Such line switching will net out for our primary purpose here, but it necessitates caution when
interpreting Table A4 in terms of which types of deductions are most commonly under-reported.

37We are unable to use the finer income bins we use in previous figures due to the smaller sample size of the S
corporation study.
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estimated mis-reporting rates at the very top of the owner income distribution, which we further

examine in Figure 6b.

Figure 6b reports income under-reporting rates in different parts of the owner income distri-

bution, separately for large S corporations—defined as those in the top decile of the net assets

distribution—and others. For S corporations in the bottom 90% of the asset distribution, the de-

cline in under-reporting rates as one moves up the income distribution is not entirely surprising

given the characteristics of many of these firms (see, e.g., Smith et al., 2019b). In P90-P99.5, S cor-

porations often comprise self-employed, skilled professionals operating as S corporations. These

corporations are not very different from sole proprietorships, and indeed we estimate compara-

bly high under-reporting rates of about 30%. In the top 0.1%, small-asset S corporations are more

likely to represent supplemental income to the individual’s main sources of income, e.g., speaking

fees or consulting work, where there may be more information reporting and less evasion. This

decline in the under-reporting rate may be over-stated due to the insufficient re-ranking discussed

above, however.

S corporations in the top 10% of the assets distribution are more similar to C corporations. For

these large S corporations, we estimate under-reporting rates of about 15% through most of the

income distribution, similar to the C corporations under-reporting rate suggested by IRS tax gap

studies of 18% IRS (2016a).38 For top 0.1% owners, however, the under-reporting rate for large

S corporations falls to about 5%. There are at least two possible interpretations for this finding.

First, there might truly be little noncompliance in these large, top-owned private firms. Second,

there may be significant noncompliance in these large private firms that the random audit pro-

gram failed to uncover. This may be a consequence of audit procedures: thoroughly auditing

multi-establishment S corporations (e.g., retail chains or car dealerships), which are concentrated

in the top 10% by asset × top 0.1% by income group, requires far more resources than auditing a

small S corporation. Given this, we approach with caution the low estimated rate of entity-level

S corporation under-reporting at the very top of the individual income distribution, which echoes

the drop in detected individual noncompliance in Figure 1a.

To quantitatively investigate this issue, we analyze data on the participation in two specific

evasive schemes involving pass-through entities: microcaptive insurance schemes and syndicated

conservation easements. In evasive micro-captive insurance schemes, business owners pay a fee

to an offshore company that they also own and supposedly provides insurance services. This

payment is deducted as a business expense in the US, reducing tax liabilities there, while the fee

does not increase tax liabilities because the offshore company that receives it is incorporated in

a territory where there is no income tax (e.g., Bermuda). If the micro-captives do not meet the

38The gross corporate tax gap is estimated at $44 billion on average in tax years 2008-2010 (IRS, 2016a, p. 7), a period
during which corporate income tax revenues averaged $191 billion (National Income and Product Accounts, Table 3.2
line 8), hence a tax gap of 44 / (191 + 44) = 18.8% of true income.
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legal criteria for providing insurance, then the payments are evasive (for more details, see IRS,

2016b). The IRS identified microcaptive schemes as concerning and has taken steps to curb them,

including a letter campaign and the issuance of Notice 2016-66, which identified the schemes as

potential tax evasion and required taxpayers who had participated in these schemes to disclose

their participation on Form 8886. To identify participants in microcaptive insurance schemes, we

use the initial Form 8886 filings in response to IRS Notice 2016-66. We observe 12,874 S corporation

owners disclosing participation in microcaptive insurance schemes during tax years 2017 to 2020

and we assign them to income ranks using their AGI in the year after Form 8886 filing.

Syndicated conservation easement schemes involve the donation of the development rights

on property to a non-profit entity for conservation, which generates a tax deduction. By over-

valuing the development rights, taxpayers in evasive syndicated conservation easement schemes

claim deductible donations larger than the deductions they are entitled to. The word “syndicated”

refers to the version of the conservation easement where a group of individuals jointly own a

pass-through business (typically a partnership) that owns the property on which the conservation

easement is taken (for more details, see United States Senate, 2020).39 Thus the syndicated con-

servation easement is another sophisticated evasion scheme involving pass-through businesses,

though it involves income tax deductions (i.e., on Schedule K of the entity return) rather than net

business income. To identify participants in syndicated conservation easements, we use the ini-

tial Form 8886 filings in response to IRS Notice 2017-10, which identified syndicated conservation

easements as “transactions of Interest.” We observe 26,117 such 8886 filers during tax years 2017

to 2020 and we assign them to income ranks using their AGI in the year after 8886 filing.40

Figure 6c presents the probability that an individual appears on our list of S corporation own-

ers participating in a micro-captive insurance scheme by individual income bin. To help us un-

derstand how these findings relate to the S corporation random audit results, we report separate

probabilities of micro-captive participation in large and small S corporations, splitting out firms in

the top decile vs. bottom 90% of the assets distribution as before. Figure 6d plots the probability

for participation in a syndicated conservation easement transaction. In both of these figures, as for

offshore evasion in Figure 3b, we observe that participation in sophisticated schemes rises sharply

39There are also evasive non-syndicated conservation easements, but these are somewhat rarer and their relationship
with pass-through compliance specifically less direct.

40Both firms and individuals respond to these notices. For microcaptive insurance schemes, we limit our analysis to S
Corporation owners to maximize comparability with the S Corporation random audit data. For syndicated conservation
easements, S corporation owners are less well-represented, so we include individuals filing Form 8886 and also the
individual owners of the passthrough businesses filing Form 8886. In the case of passthrough ownership, there is some
subjectivity about which owners should be included. First, some owners may not even claim the relevant charitable
deduction, so we restrict our sample to owners who do claim the Schedule A line item in the year of interest or a recent
prior year. Second, some owners, e.g., minority investors in a complex fund of funds, may not know they are invested
in the position. Together with the Schedule A line item restriction, we use the materiality of the owner’s stake in firms
engaged in this position to proxy for the likelihood that the owner knows about the position. We require the owner owns
at least 0.01% of the pass-through; we obtain a very similar profile with a 0.1% ownership or 1% ownership restriction,
or with no such restriction.
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with income even within the top 1%. For micro-captive insurance, we further find that the rela-

tively high participation rate among very high-income owners is almost entirely driven by large

S corporations, which contrasts sharply with the random audit findings in Figure 6b. Figures 6c

and 6d suggest that some of the top-end drop in detected entity-level under-reporting in S corpo-

rations from Figures 6a and 6b reflects differential detection of evasion through the distribution

of S corporation size × owner income. The available data, however, limit our ability to defini-

tively correct for the under-detection of sophisticated, undetected, entity-level under-reporting in

passthrough businesses. Regarding partnerships, we also note that the complexity of partnership

structures (e.g., the use of tiered structures) rises sharply with income within the top 1% of the in-

come distribution, as shown in Appendix Figure A8. Given all this, we regard the magnitude and

concentration of under-reported S corporation income in Figure 6a as a lower bound for the magni-

tude and concentration of overall entity-level under-reporting in S corporations and partnerships,

and illustrate a range of possibilities for overall pass-through evasion and its distribution in the

next section.

4.3 Implications of Pass-Through Evasion for the Distribution of Evasion

In this section, we assess the magnitude of the bias in the individual random audit data from

Figure 1a due to undetected pass-through business evasion.

From a macro perspective, the key questions governing this bias are 1) total amount of entity-

level under-reporting for different types of pass-through income, 2) the shares of this under-

reporting belonging to owners at different parts of the individual income distribution, and 3) the

amount of entity-level under-reporting that is already detected in individual random audits. We il-

lustrate the magnitude of the bias in a benchmark scenario wherein we make empirically grounded

assumptions about all three of these quantities, and then we illustrate alternative scenarios in sen-

sitivity analysis.

Assumptions. In our benchmark scenario, we assume that 20% of total pass-through business

income, 5% of pass-through capital gains, and 3% of pass-through dividends and interest are

under-reported. The under-reporting rates assumed for pass-through investment income equal

the under-reporting rates for investment income directly earned by individuals, as detected in the

individual random audit data (see Appendix Table A1). For business income, our benchmark 20%

under-reporting rate is motivated primarily by the estimate from the S corporation random audit

data discussed above. We argue that this is a conservative figure for under-reporting of all pass-

through business income, in partnerships and S corporations, because this figure does not account

for undetected evasion in the S corporation random audit study and because the complexity of

partnership arrangements generally create more scope for non-compliance in partnerships than in

S corporations. The last random audit study of partnerships happened in 1982, when TCMP ran-

dom audits produced an estimated income under-reporting rate of 26% for partnerships, though
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FIGURE 6: PASSTHROUGH EVASION: S-CORPORATION RANDOM AUDITS & SPECIFIC SCHEMES

(a) Owner-level concentration of reported,
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(c) Micro-captive participation rates
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(d) Syndicated conservation easement partic-
ipation rates
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Note: This figure presents data on entity-level under-reporting in pass-through businesses. Panels (a) and (b) are drawn
from the S corporation random audit data from tax years 2003–2004. We rank individuals by their reported income
plus the S corporation owners’ share of S corporation under-reporting, which we call “quasi-corrected” income. Panel
(a) presents the distribution of reported, exam-corrected, and under-reported S corporation net business income by
owner income bins. We exclude mis-classified officer compensation from under-reporting for the reasons discussed
in the text. Panel (b) depicts estimated rates of entity-level under-reporting in S corporations, by owner income bin,
splitting large and small S corporations (i.e. top 10% versus bottom 90% by assets). We observe that under-reporting
is highly concentrated but not quite as concentrated as reported business income, because of a drop in detected under-
reporting for large S corporations with top-income owners. The next two panels show, however, that sophisticated
evasion schemes are relatively frequently taken up by top-income owners of pass-through businesses. In panel (c) we
depict the rate of participation by owners of S corporations in micro-captive insurance schemes. We split these owners
into two groups based on whether they own small or large S corporations. We observe that sophisticated evasion via
micro-captives is concentrated among top-income owners of large S corporations (the same group Panel (b) suggests
are relatively compliant). In panel (d), we show that rates of participation in syndicated conservation easements are also
high among top-income owners of partnerships and S corporations.
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obviously in a different tax policy regime (GAO, 1995). Our benchmark 20% figure also lies be-

tween the random audit figure for sole proprietorships (37% under-reporting rate) and the tax

gap figure for C corporations (18%), which is reasonable given the nature of most pass-through

business activity.

We also suppose in the benchmark scenario that undetected pass-through income is distributed

like reported pass-through income. For example, if the top 1% (by reported income) earns 60% of

reported pass-through business income, we assume that the top 1% (by true income) also earns

60% of unreported pass-through business income. Given what we infer from Figure 6 about the

limitations of the S corporation random audit data in covering sophisticated evasion by top-income

owners, assuming that the rate of under-reporting of business income is constant over the owner

income distribution seems like a reasonable benchmark.

Finally, we add pass-through evasion to the amount of under-reported income detected in indi-

vidual random audits by income bin. To avoid any double counting with noncompliance detected

in individual random audits, we remove all entity-level pass-through evasion uncovered in the

context of individual random audits.41

For our sensitivity analysis, we illustrate sensitivity around a few more specific issues involving

partnerships, and we consider a lower-bound scenario and a high-end scenario. The lower-bound

scenario presumes that entity-level financial capital income under-reporting is non-existant, while

the S corporation random audit data from Figure 6 provide a complete and representative picture

of all pass-through evasion, i.e. the rate of under-reporting is 19.5%, which is distributed accord-

ing to the shares of S corporation under-reporting by owner income bin from Figure 6a. For the

high-end scenario, we suppose 28% of pass-through business income is under-reporting (as sug-

gested by the 1982 TCMP study on partnerships), 10% of pass-through capital gains, and 6% of

pass-through dividends and interest are unreported. The higher rate on pass-through business

income is motivated by the concern that the S corporation random audits may not detected a sig-

nificant amount of evasion, and partnerships may be more non-compliant than S corporations.

The higher rate on pass-through investment income is motivated by the fact that pass-through

investment income is more sophisticated than the individual investment income on which these

benchmark rates are based.42 We distribute these larger aggregate totals for under-reported income

41 Specifically, 57.6% of partnership and S corporation income evasion detected in individual random audits is as-
sociated with an entity pick up (i.e., an audit of the corresponding business). Therefore we remove 57.6% of detected
partnership and S corporation evasion.

42For some assets owned by pass-through businesses—such as real estate, business structures and equipment, and
foreign securities—the IRS does not know the purchase price of the assets, which enables tax evasion on capital gains.
Interest and dividend payments flowing through pass-throughs often involve foreign entities, and especially before the
implementation of the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act, there was also little reporting on this type of income. We
are conservative with our benchmark assumptions on under-reported investment income in the pass-throughs in part
because some of this income may involve offshore entities, which creates double counting issues when we combine the
pass-through and offshore adjustments in the next section. Remaining conservative on this point in the pass-through
benchmark obviates the need to adjust further for such double counting below. Another source of uncertainty owes to
the fact that taxpayers may attempt to classify income as capital gains to benefit from the relatively low rate on long-term
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like reported pass-through income, as in the benchmark scenario.43 In both of these scenarios, we

remove entity-level pass-through evasion uncovered in individual NRP audits to prevent double

counting, exactly as in the benchmark scenario.

Benchmark Estimates. Figure 7a shows the results obtained with our benchmark assumptions.

On aggregate, the pass-through adjustment (1.5% of true income) is about twice as large as the

offshore adjustment (0.7%). Accounting for pass-through businesses increases under-reported in-

come at the top of the income distribution significantly. In estimates from unadjusted individual

random audit data, the fraction of true income which is under-reported falls from 4% around the

90th percentile of the (exam-corrected) income distribution to less than 1% in the top 0.01%. After

adding pass-through under-reported income, the fraction of true income which is under-reported

rises from 4% around the 90th percentile to about 8% from the 99.5th to the 99.95th percentile. It then

falls back to around 5% in the top 0.01%. This drop-off is partly due to the increasing prevalence

of capital gains (as opposed to business income) at the very top; we assume pass-through capital

gains have a lower under-reporting rate (5%) in our benchmark scenario. Tax evasion below the

90th percentile is not significantly affected by the pass-through correction, because pass-through

income is a negligible source of income for these groups.

To further assess the effect of accounting for pass-through evasion, it is useful to consider the

top 1% as a whole. When including only the pass-through evasion uncovered in the individual

random audit data, the top 1% under-reports 2.3% of its true income—a lower rate than the average

under-reporting rate of 4.0%. After accounting for pass-through evasion using our benchmark

assumptions, the top 1% under-reports 6.7% of its income—a higher rate than the average rate of

5.3%. In other words, the pass-through correction alone removes the decreasing pattern of under-

reporting rates found in uncorrected random audit data.

Accounting for pass-through evasion also increases the tax gap, by $34 billion on average over

2008–2013. The pass-through adjustment is more than twice as large as the offshore adjustment

($15 billion), reflecting the fact that in our preferred scenarios (i) unreported passthrough income

is about twice as large as unreported offshore income, and (ii) the marginal rate on pass-through

business income is slightly higher than the assumed marginal rate on offshore income (25%).44

One-third of unpaid pass-trough business income taxes are attributable to the top 0.1%.

Sensitivity Analysis. Figure 7b illustrates our main sensitivity analysis, including the bench-

mark scenario, a lower bound scenario based on the S corporation random audit data on business

income under-reporting and zero mis-reporting of pass-through investment income, and a high-

end scenario with the higher mis-reporting rates described above. In the lower bound scenario

capital gains (see footnote 31).
43Our approach does not factor in any re-ranking from adding undetected pass-through business evasion to reported

income, which tends to make our estimates conservative with respect to the concentration of evasion at the top.
44For business income, which accounts for the bulk of unreported passthrough income, the marginal tax rate is the

ordinary income tax rate, 35% in the top tax bracket.
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FIGURE 7: ACCOUNTING FOR PASS-THROUGH BUSINESS EVASION
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Note: This figure shows estimates of unreported income by income group in the raw NRP and after adding estimates
of pass-through business evasion. Taxpayers are ranked by exam-corrected income in NRP data, and pass-through
adjustments are made on the basis of reported market income; this is the best available estimate of “true income”. In our
benchmark scenario (panel a), we assume that 20% of pass-through business income, 5% of pass-through capital gains,
and 3% of pass-through interest and dividends are under-reported, and that under-reported pass-through income is
distributed like duly reported pass-through income. We remove all business-level pass-through evasion detected in the
NRP before adding our estimates of business-level pass-through evasion. In panel b, we report a high-end scenario in
which 28% of pass-through business income, 10% of pass-through capital gains, and 6% of pass-through dividends and
interest are unreported, and a lower bound scenario in which under-reporting of business income in both S corporations
and partnerships follows the estimated rate of under-reporting and distribution from the S corporation random audit
data from Figure 6, while all pass-through investment income is duly declared.

based on the S corporation random audit data, top 1% evasion is more than twice what is detected

in individual random audits. Relative to the benchmark, the somewhat lower concentration of

under-reporting estimated from this data results in less evasion in the top 0.1% and more evasion

in the bottom of the top 1% and the rest of the top 5%, which is consistent with Figure 6b. In the

high-end scenario, mis-reporting rates are higher throughout the top 1% by about 2 percentage

points. In Figures A9 and A10, we break down the sensitivity analysis in Figure 7b, illustrating

sensitivity to our assumptions around pass-through business income while holding our assump-

tions pass-through investment income constant, and vice versa.

In the Appendix, we also consider a number of specific issues that could cause the benchmark

scenario to under-estimate evasion. First, we randomly disallow 20% of declared pass-through

business losses, setting income to zero instead of the reported loss. A significant share of adjust-

ments to partnership income in operational audits consists of disallowed losses, which thus appear

to be correlated with noncompliance. Appendix Figure A11 shows that this modification adds

about one percentage point to rate of income under-reporting at the top. The effect of this mod-

ification is concentrated at the top because of re-ranking: taxpayers whose losses are disallowed

typically are in the bottom decile of the reported income distribution, but end up in the top 1% of
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the corrected income distribution after their declared losses are set to zero. In a different modifica-

tion, we classify part of the business income earned by circular partnerships—e.g. partnership A is

a partner in partnership B, B a partner in C, which in turn is a partner in A—as tax evasion. Cooper

et al. (2016) find that 15% of partnership business income is earned in circularly-owned partner-

ships in 2011; Appendix Figure A12 illustrates a scenario in which we classify two-thirds of this

income (i.e., 10% of all partnership business income) as evasion. Doing so adds 0.7 percentage

points to the ratio of under-reported income to true income in the top 1%. Third, we show in Ap-

pendix Figure A8 that the complexity of partnership arrangements increases with owners’ income.

About two-thirds of top 0.01% partnership owners receive income from tiered partnerships, i.e.

partnerships that are owned by other partnerships. More complex partnership arrangements cre-

ate scope for some types of sophisticated evasion and grey-area avoidance. We have limited data

to discipline an additional sensitivity test along these lines, but the stark difference in complexity

of partnership income within the top 1% of the distribution suggests our current benchmark is

conservative. In summary, adjusting for any of these issues will tend to increase estimated evasion

primarily at the very top of the distribution, because of the concentration of pass-through income,

rising complexity at the top, and the fact that disallowed losses lead to substantial re-ranking.

5 Incorporating Evasion Identified by Detection-Controlled Estimation

The previous two sections showed that offshore tax evasion and entity-level pass-through eva-

sion were virtually never detected in individual random audits and quantitatively important. Our

next objective is to understand what these forms of evasion imply for unreported income in gen-

eral, compared to official statistics. To do this, we must first reconcile the random-audit-based

results in Section 2.2 with official estimates of income under-reporting and the tax gap. Official tax

gap statistics account for some types of undetected evasion using detection-controlled estimation

(DCE) methods (IRS, 2019). Here, we augment our estimates of the profile of evasion to account for

the forms of undetected evasion estimated by DCE. Doing so allows us to reconcile our aggregate

estimates with official estimates of the federal individual income tax gap and to account for other

types of undetected evasion besides the ones we considered in Sections 3 and 4. In this Section we

present distributional estimates incorporating DCE-identified evasion without the forms of evasion

from Sections 3 and 4; in Section 6 we combine everything.

5.1 Conceptual Overview of DCE and Methodology

Overview of DCE. The basic idea of DCE is to identify undetected evasion by modelling the

probability of detection of under-reporting, and then to construct a counterfactual scenario where

this probability equals one everywhere. Methods currently used by the IRS implement this idea

using a model of auditor effects. The key underlying assumptions behind the method are 1) that

auditor assignment rules generate exogenous variation in the probability of detection of under-
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reporting, i.e., auditors are assigned quasi-randomly,45 and 2) there is a subset of auditors with

100% detection rates. Building on these assumptions, researchers estimate a model of the detec-

tion process to compute total evasion in a counterfactual where all auditors are replaced by those

auditors with the 100% detection rates (for details, see Feinstein, 1991; Erard and Feinstein, 2011).

The evidence in Sections 3 and 4 suggests that the assumption that the top auditors have 100%

detection rates is too strong, especially at the top of the distribution. In particular, Figures 3a/3b

and 5a imply that the detection of offshore evasion and entity-level evasion in pass-through busi-

nesses is so rare that these forms of evasion are unlikely to be detected even by thorough auditors

(e.g., because they may not even attempt to do so under current audit procedures, as in the case

of businesses-level evasion, or because they may not have the necessary information to detect

evasion, as in the case of offshore accounts before FATCA). Nevertheless, if we relax the 100% de-

tection assumption to account for the possibility that some under-reporting is undetectable by any

auditor (due to audit procedures, information constraints, or resource constraints), DCE methods

would still identify some undetected under-reporting. We can think of the forms of evasion iden-

tified by DCE methods as detectable but undetected evasion, which could include many forms of

evasion besides the two forms of undetectable evasion we considered above.46

The main challenge in incorporating evasion implied by DCE into our analysis is that existing

methods are primarily used to identify a total amount of undetected evasion, rather than evasion

throughout the income distribution, especially the very top. Distributing the undetected evasion

identified by DCE requires making additional conceptual and statistical assumptions on the re-

lationship between detection probabilities and true income. Because the estimates of undetected

evasion are large, this issue creates significant uncertainty. In Guyton et al. (2023), which is in-

cluded in the Online Appendix, we discuss this methodological challenge in depth, and we present

results employing an array of different methods for distributional analysis building on DCE. These

methods include the methods employed by Johns and Slemrod (2010) and the methods used in IRS

(2007) and IRS (2019) to map total under-reporting to the tax gap (which requires some distribu-

tional assumptions due to the non-linearity of the tax schedule).

Methodology to incorporate DCE. We begin by estimating aggregate income under-reporting

according to the estimated DCE model, using the methods from the most recent tax gap study, IRS

(2019). These estimates pertain to tax years 2008–2013, because IRS (2019) used random audit data

for this period to implement DCE. We adapt these estimates to our full sample period of 2006–2013,

assuming that rates of under-reporting for each type of income are similar for tax years 2006–2013

and 2008–2013.
45A concern with this assumption is that auditors may be assigned to cases in a manner that selects on suspected

evasion. We discuss this in the final section of Guyton et al. (2023).
46“Detectable” here refers to whether detecting some type of non-compliance is feasible given audit procedures and

information and resource constraints. The boundary between “detectable” and “undetectable” depends on the design
of the audit program.
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We then allocate undetected under-reporting identified by DCE through the income distribu-

tion. In our benchmark specification, we allocate undetected under-reporting proportionally to

exam-corrected income, income component by income component. For example, if X% of inter-

est income belongs to the top 1% of the exam-corrected income distribution according to NRP

random audit estimates from Section 2.2, we assume X% of DCE-identified undetected under-

reported interest income belongs to the top 1% of the true income distribution. With this alloca-

tion, X% of interest income belongs to the top 1% both before and after we add DCE adjustments

to exam-corrected estimates, so this method is distributionally neutral for each type of income by

design. However, the distribution of overall income changes after the DCE adjustments, because

some categories of income (e.g., schedule C) receive a larger aggregate DCE adjustment than oth-

ers (e.g., interest). The distributionally-neutral-by-component assumption has the merit of being

transparent. We call this type of allocation of undetected evasion through the income distribution

Macro-Allocated DCE (MA-DCE) to distinguish it from micro-simulation-based allocations used

in prior Tax Gap studies, which we discuss further below and in Guyton et al. (2023). We view

this specification as a reasonable benchmark given the absence of direct evidence about the loca-

tion of the undetected under-reporting identified by DCE models in the true income distribution.47

In the DCE methodology implemented in Johns and Slemrod (2010), the DCE adjustment is also

roughly proportional to income within component. In sensitivity analysis, we will consider several

alternative distributional methods, which we discuss in further detail in Guyton et al. (2023). In

Section 6 below, we also present all our main distributional estimates with and without undetected

under-reporting identified by DCE, to illustrate transparently how this component of the estimates

shapes the results.

5.2 Results Incorporating DCE-Identified Under-Reporting

Aggregate Estimates. We replicated the analysis of individual under-reporting that generates the

estimate of the individual filer tax gap in the most recent IRS Tax Gap study (IRS, 2019).48 With

DCE, we estimate that 10.7% of true income is under-reported, of which 3.8% was detected in

exams and 6.9% is undetected evasion identified using DCE methods.49

Appendix Table A6 and Figure A13 describe the aggregate DCE adjustments by type of income.

About 80% of the aggregate DCE adjustment comes from forms of income that are moderately

47We illustrate below how estimates of corrected top fiscal income shares depend on how undetected evasion is
distributed. Distributing DCE adjustments in an approximately neutral fashion limits the effect of these adjustments on
the overall estimated distribution of income, e.g. on the top 1% income share. As we discuss in Guyton et al. (2023), we
have little evidence to support a substantial revision of the top 1% share in either direction due to the evasion identified
by DCE.

48We thank Drew Johns for sharing the relevant simulations and for helping us to understand the underlying methods.
49In 2012 dollars, $975 billion of income was under-reported and $300 billion dollars of individual income tax (in-

cluding self-employment taxes and refundable credits) was unpaid on average over 2008–2013. The latter figure closely
matches the official tax gap figure for 2011-2013, $290 billions (IRS, 2019, Table 2 p. 11). The individual income underre-
porting tax gap is $245 billion and the self-employment under-reporting tax gap an additional $45 billion.
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or highly concentrated at the top of the distribution: Schedule C income, capital gains, rental

income, pass-through business income, and line 21 other income (e.g., net operating loss carry-

forwards).50 Less than 10% of the aggregate adjustment comes from wage and pension income,

which are relatively more equally distributed.51 As a result, we observe, comparing Table A1 to

Table A6, that DCE adjustments tilt the composition of under-reported and true income toward

forms of income that are concentrated at the top of the distribution.

Distributional Estimates. Appendix Figure A14a presents our estimated profile of evasion us-

ing our benchmark MA-DCE, and compares it to the estimates from Figure 1a, from the NRP data

without DCE. The adjustments increase the rate of under-reporting throughout the distribution,

but because the adjustments disproportionately fall on concentrated types of income, the adjust-

ment is larger at the top of the distribution. About 13% of true income is under-reported at the

bottom of the distribution. This rate falls to about 8% for most of the middle of the distribution

and then increases to about 14% in the top 1%.

Appendix Figure A14b reports the results of a sensitivity analysis, wherein we make different

assumptions about the distribution of DCE-identified under-reporting. Our benchmark MA-DCE

specification presumes DCE-identified under-reporting is distributed like exam-corrected incomes

by type of income. We obtain similar results if we use an alternative macro allocation distribut-

ing DCE-identified under-reporting like reported incomes rather than exam-corrected incomes.

Next, we assume that DCE-identified under-reporting is distributed like exam-detected under-

reporting in a third macro allocation. Compared to other specifications, under-reporting is smaller

at the top of the distribution and falling within the top 1% under this assumption, reflecting that

under-reporting detected during individual random audits is also much lower at the top of the

distribution (recall Figure 1a). As discussed further in Guyton et al. (2023), we regard this scenario

as a lower bound with respect to the concentration of under-reporting because 1) the character of

income and third-party reporting through the distribution suggests that the probability of detec-

tion is likely flat or decreasing through the distribution, and 2) incorporating additional under-

reporting by those with some under-reporting in exam-corrected data should cause re-ranking

effects that move under-reporting upward in the distribution, effects which are not captured by

this specification. We also report the results from a high-end macro allocation scenario in Figure

A14b, wherein we assume non-compliance for partnerships and S corporations is similar to that of

sole proprietorships, thus regarding these pass-through business income sources as a single type

of income when allocating aggregate DCE-identified under-reporting by type of income.

We also illustrate in Figure A14b two specifications in which we allocate DCE-identified under-

50In 2012, the top 1% of tax filers earned 22.7% of reported market income, 19% of schedule C income, 83% of capital
gains, 78% of pass-through business income, and more than 100% of rental income (which on aggregate was negative).

51In 2012, the top 1% of tax filers earned 12% of wage income and 6% of taxable pension income excluding Social
Security.
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reporting at the micro level to specific taxpayers (and re-rank by post-DCE income). These spec-

ifications are drawn from the methods used in Tax Gap studies to map identified income under-

reporting to under-payment of taxes. The specification used on the 2001 NRP data in IRS (2007)

and Johns and Slemrod (2010) provide a similar profile of evasion to our benchmark when we

compare the top 1% to the rest of the population, but this specification features a steeper rise in

evasion from the 90th to 99th percentile of the distribution, and a steep decline in evasion at the

very top. Our results with this specification closely resemble those of Johns and Slemrod (2010).

The specification used in the most recent tax gap study, IRS (2019), essentially imposes that DCE-

identified under-reporting is distributed like exam-detected under-reporting. In other words, this

micro-level specification mirrors the one in which we directly assume that DCE-identified under-

reporting is distributed like exam-detected under-reporting. We further discuss how the underly-

ing features of the micro simulation used in IRS (2019) shape the profile of evasion in Guyton et al.

(2023).52

In summary, estimated rates of under-reporting are sensitive to alternate assumptions about the

distribution of evasion identified by DCE methods. Because we hold aggregate under-reporting

fixed and the very top of the distribution comprises far fewer individuals than the bottom 99%,

there is more quantitative uncertainty about the rate of under-reporting at the top. Specifications

that differ by one or two percentage points in the rate of under-reporting in the bottom 99% can

differ by perhaps five percentage points in the top 1%.

6 Sophisticated Evasion and the United States Income Distribution

In this section, we present new estimates of the distribution of noncompliance in the United States.

We augment the estimates used by the IRS in its tax gap studies (e.g. IRS, 2019), as summarized

in Section 5, to account for the forms of evasion studied in Sections 3 and 4, forms which are

virtually never detected during individual random audits given the audit procedures, the available

information, and resource constraints. We provide a benchmark scenario and extensive sensitivity

analysis. The three main findings are the following. First, while our benchmark features only

slightly more evasion on aggregate than in official statistics, our proposed adjustments have large

effects at the top of the income distribution. Second, in our benchmark series, we find that rates of

income under-reporting rise with true income up to the 95th percentile of the distribution, while

above this income level under-reporting is a high and roughly constant share of true income. Third,

we find that accounting for unreported income increases the top 1% income share for 2006–2013

significantly, by around one percentage point.

52For example, this micro-simulation uses an anti-log transform which compresses the distribution of undetected
misreporting toward the population mean and away from the tails, which likely leads to under-allocation of evasion to
the very top of the distribution.
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6.1 Methodology

Throughout, we classify evasion in two categories: sophisticated and less-sophisticated. In our

benchmark scenario, we estimate less-sophisticated evasion using the results from Section 5, which

are based on the official tax gap estimates of under-reporting, plus some distributional assump-

tions. That is, less-sophisticated evasion comprises estimated noncompliance detected in NRP

individual random audits, adjusted to account for differences in experience (and other observable

characteristics) across examiners (see Figure A14a). Next, we incorporate sophisticated evasion as

the sum of offshore and pass-through evasion, using our benchmark scenario for each (Figures 4a

and 7a). We combine sophisticated and less-sophisticated evasion in additively at the distribu-

tional level for simplicity, i.e. assuming no re-ranking when adding them. While doing so, we

account for the potential overlap between the DCE adjustment and our proposed adjustment for

sophisticated evasion. Specifically, we remove 57.6% of the post-DCE estimate of partnership and

S corporation evasion from the NRP data, before adding our estimate of entity-level pass-through

evasion.53 In our benchmark scenario, total under-reported income is 12.1% of total true income:

2.0% from sophisticated evasion and 10.1% from less-sophisticated evasion.54

This benchmark scenario is motivated by the following considerations. First, random audit

data are the best tool available to measure less-sophisticated forms of evasion. Moreover, the fact

that more experienced auditors systematically detect more evasion suggests that some evasion is

missing in the raw exam-corrected data. The estimates incorporating DCE-identified evasion are

the best estimates currently available to capture the insight that examiners vary in their capacity to

uncover noncompliance; thus the estimates from the previous section are a natural starting point

for less-sophisticated evasion. Last, as we have seen, due to the practical limits inherent to the

procedures and constraints of the audits, these estimates largely miss offshore and pass-through

business evasion. This is true even of the estimates including DCE adjustments, because detected

noncompliance of offshore or entity-level pass-through evasion virtually never occurs during the

underlying audits.

Because measuring evasion—especially undetected evasion—necessarily involves a margin of

error, we also consider a number of sensitivity tests around the key dimensions of uncertainty. One

set of sensitivity tests concerns uncertainty about the size of sophisticated evasion. First, we imple-

ment the high-end and low-end scenarios for offshore and pass-through evasion described in Fig-

53As we have seen (footnote 41), 57.6% of partnership and S corporation income evasion detected in the NRP is
associated with an entity pick up (i.e., an audit of the corresponding business). Therefore, up to 57.6% of DCE-adjusted
pass-through income evasion in the NRP can be seen as capturing business-level evasion. We remove all this business-
level evasion before adding our own estimate of pass-through-business-level evasion.

54Total under-reported income (as a fraction of true income) for less-sophisticated evasion (10.2%) is slightly lower
than total DCE-adjusted NRP evasion (10.7%) because (i) we remove 57.6% of pass-through evasion; (ii) the “true in-
come” denominator is enlarged by adding sophisticated evasion. Similarly, total under-reported income for sophisti-
cated evasion (2.0%) is slightly lower than total offshore plus pass-through evasion (2.1% as a fraction of exam-corrected,
non-DCE adjusted income) because the denominator is enlarged by the DCE adjustment.
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ures 4b and Figure 7b, respectively. Second, we consider the case where sophisticated evasion on

aggregate is lower or higher than 2.0% of true income but distributed like in our benchmark series.

For the lower case, we assume that sophisticated evasion adds up to 1.5% of true income. This re-

flects a post-FATCA world in which FATCA would be fully effective (so that under-reporting rates

on offshore capital income would be reduced by a factor of 4 relative to our benchmark scenario

and become similar to the under-reporting rates on onshore capital income) while other forms of

sophisticated evasion would remain constant. For the higher case, we consider a scenario in which

total sophisticated evasion adds up to 2.5% of true income. This scenario reflects the possibility

that there are quantitatively significant forms of sophisticated evasion other than pass-through

and offshore evasion, such as abusive uses of trusts, charities, and tax shelters used by high-net-

worth individuals. Another set of sensitivity tests concerns uncertainty about undetected evasion

identified by DCE methodology. To transparently show how the DCE allocation affects the results,

we show a version of all our results without DCE adjustment. We also illustrate our main results

for each of the alternative DCE allocations described above (see also Figure A14b). As we shall

see, there is quantitative uncertainty around rates of under-reporting at the top, but all our main

findings are robust to these variations.

6.2 Main Results

Figure 8 depicts estimated income under-reporting in our benchmark scenario. We find that in-

come under-reporting hovers around 10% of true income in the bottom 80% of the distribution,

rises to around 16% of true income from the 80th to the 95th percentiles, and then remains nearly

constant within the top 1 percent. Figure 8b decomposes our benchmark into sophisticated versus

less-sophisticated evasion. Sophisticated evasion is negligible in the bottom 90% of the distribu-

tion, but it rises to over 7% of true income in the top 0.01%.

On aggregate, our benchmark income under-reporting gap is only about 1.19 times larger than

the gap estimated after DCE in IRS (2019). However, our benchmark adjustment increases the

income under-reporting gap by a factor of 1.5 for the top 1%. This is because sophisticated evasion,

although not large on aggregate in our benchmark estimates, is highly concentrated, with 75%

of it going to the top 1%. Second, building on the results in Sections 3 and 4, in Figure 8a we

also show how sophisticated evasion modifies the profile of evasion detected in NRP random

audits, without incorporating undetected evasion identified by DCE. Without DCE, the effects

of adding sophisticated evasion are even more stark. While in non-adjusted random audit data,

the highest earners under-report much less income (relative to true income) than other taxpayers,

after adding sophisticated evasion the opposite is true. Under-reported income rises from 4%–6%

of true income in the bottom 95% of the income distribution to 8%–10% in the top 1%.

Table 1 reports the share of total unreported income attributable to various income groups. In

our benchmark scenario, 30.9% of all unreported income is earned by the top 1% of the true income
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FIGURE 8: THE DISTRIBUTION OF NONCOMPLIANCE IN THE U.S.: BENCHMARK ESTIMATES
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Note: This figure plots estimates of under-reported income by true income groups, combining evasion detected in NRP
random audit data, evasion identified by DCE methods allocated according to our preferred MA-DCE approach, and
sophisticated evasion (offshore and pass-through evasion) under our our benchmark assumptions for tax year 2007. The
first panel illustrates the components of the benchmark estimate. Beginning with evasion detected by random audits (as
in Figure 1a), we add sophisticated evasion (combining the results in Figures 4 & 7a), and then we incorporate MA-DCE
(building on Figure A14a). We rank individuals by estimated true income throughout. The second panel decomposes
the benchmark estimate into its sophisticated component, which includes offshore and pass-through evasion, and the
residual, “less-sophisticated” component. For details on each specific components of the benchmark estimates, see the
notes to previous figures.

distribution. When disregarding sophisticated evasion (i.e., in the DCE-adjusted random audit

data), unreported income is slightly less concentrated: the top 1% earns 23.8% of it on average over

2006–2013. This compares to a 27% estimate for the 2001 NRP data in Johns and Slemrod (2010).55

We also report the distribution of unreported income when disregarding DCE adjustments. In

that case, without sophisticated evasion, the top 1% earns 11.4% of all under-reported income.

Adding sophisticated evasion, the top 1% earns 33.9% of all unreported income, which is a similar

figure to the benchmark estimate. In other words, with or without DCE, our benchmark scenario

for sophisticated evasion suggests that the top 1% earns about one-third of total under-reported

income, which is much larger than estimates excluding sophisticated evasion.

Our findings on the income under-reporting gap naturally carry over to the tax gap. When

accounting for sophisticated evasion, the tax gap is higher than officially estimated in IRS (2019),

by a factor of 1.15.56 As sophisticated evasion is concentrated at the top, more than 80% of this

increase is in the top 1%.57

55Using the older DCE allocation method that Johns and Slemrod used on the on the 2001 NRP, we estimate that the
top 1% earns 25% of all under-reporting (not accounting for sophisticated evasion), see Guyton et al. (2023).

56In our data, the annual tax gap for the federal income tax (excluding refundable tax credits but including self-
employment taxes) is $259 billion on average over 2008-2013 (in constant 2012 dollars), before accounting for sophisti-
cated evasion. This number is consistent with the one reported in the official tax gap publication (IRS, 2019) for 2011-13,
$248 billion. Accounting for sophisticated evasion adds $39 billion to this total according to our estimates.

57Uncertainty around the allocation of DCE adjustments complicates the mapping of income under-reporting at the
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TABLE 1: SHARES OF UNREPORTED INCOME, 2006-2013, IN % OF TOTAL UNREPORTED IN-
COME

NRP NRP NRP
No DCE With MA-DCE No DCE Our benchmark

No sophisticated No sophisticated Add sophisticated
P0-10 1.4 0.7 1.0 0.8
P10-20 0.7 0.8 0.5 0.7
P20-30 2.8 2.4 1.9 2.1
P30-40 4.9 3.7 3.3 3.2
P40-50 6.2 4.5 4.1 3.9
P50-60 7.6 5.6 5.1 4.9
P60-70 9.7 7.5 6.6 6.6
P70-80 11.9 9.7 8.2 8.6
P80-90 15.6 13.1 11.1 11.7
P90-95 12.2 10.8 9.2 9.8
P95-99 15.7 17.3 15.2 16.8
P99-99.5 3.9 5.5 5.6 5.9
P99.5-99.9 5.1 8.0 10.9 9.7
P99.9-P99.95 1.1 2.2 3.6 3.0
P99.95-P99.99 0.7 3.2 5.7 4.8
P99.99-100 0.6 5.0 8.1 7.5
Top 1% 11.4 23.8 33.9 30.9

Note: This table reports the distribution of unreported income across income groups, for different measures of unre-
ported income. Tax units are ranked by their estimated true income (equal to reported income plus estimated unre-
ported income). The first column shows the distribution of unreported income detected in the NRP with no adjustment
for undetected evasion (in particular, without DCE adjustments). The second column shows the distribution of unre-
ported income in the NRP after incorporating MA-DCE. The third column shows the distribution of unreported income
detected in the NRP without DCE, but adds our benchmark estimate of sophisticated evasion. The last column shows
the distribution of unreported income in our benchmark scenario which (as described in Section 6.1) incorporates both
sophisticated evasion and MA-DCE.

6.3 Implications for the Measurement of Inequality

There has been renewed interest in recent decades in the study of income and wealth distributions.

Income tax returns are a key data source for the study of inequality. However, the tax data used to

study inequality in the United States are before any correction for unreported income. How does

accounting for unreported income affect what we know about inequality?

Table 2 reports the distribution of taxable market income on average over 2006–2013 with differ-

ent treatments of unreported income. The first column shows the distribution of reported income

with no adjustment for evasion. The second column shows the distribution of reported plus de-

tected under-reported income (i.e., with no adjustment for undetected evasion). This distribution

is similar to the distribution of reported income, because only 4.0% of income is found to be under-

reported on aggregate in random audit data. Since under-reporting is less concentrated at the top

than reported income, accounting for evasion modestly decreases the top 1% share, by about 0.5

top to the tax gap at the top (see Guyton et al., 2023). Without DCE adjustments, accounting for sophisticated evasion
increases the share of unpaid tax attributable to the top 1% from 13% to 33%. When further incorporating DCE adjust-
ments in various ways, this share remains in the neighborhood of 33% or slightly higher. The top 1% taxpayers remitted
about 35% of all federal income taxes in this period, so overall our results suggest that the top 1%’s share of unpaid tax
is similar to their share of remitted taxes.
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percentage points. The third column shows the distribution of reported plus MA-DCE-adjusted

under-reported income.58 After MA-DCE adjustments, we estimate that the top 1% income share

rises slightly, because the forms of income receiving large adjustments are more concentrated at

the top than overall income.59 The fourth column adds sophisticated evasion to random audit

estimates without DCE, which increases the top 1% income share from 19.8% to 21.0%. The last

column of Table 2 shows the distribution of true income in our benchmark scenario: the top 1%

earns 21.4% of true income, which is 1.1 points more than when we disregard sophisticated eva-

sion, and 1.6 points more than when we disregard all noncompliance.

The result that accounting for noncompliance increases the top 1% income share is robust to

alternative assumptions about the size and distribution of undetected evasion. First, in the extreme

case where there is zero sophisticated evasion, we are back to the MA-DCE-adjusted estimates

reported in column 3 of Table 2—i.e., the top 1% income share is 0.2 percentage points higher

after accounting for noncompliance than before. In the case where there is zero offshore evasion

(only pass-through business income evasion), the top 1% income share rises by 0.8 points without

accounting for noncompliance. Second, if we discard DCE adjustments entirely and simply add

sophisticated evasion to the evasion detected in the NRP, the top 1% income share rises from 20.3%

pre-audit to 21.0%. In the sensitivity analysis below, we show that, while the magnitude of the

increase in the top income share from accounting for evasion is uncertain, a decrease is difficult to

rationalize with the available data.

These results have implications for estimating the distribution of total U.S. national income, as

in Piketty et al. (2018) and Auten and Splinter (2019). For the computation of U.S. national income,

the Bureau of Economic Analysis includes income which should be reported in tax returns but

is not. For wages, sole proprietorship income, and partnership business income, the amounts of

unreported income included in national income are directly based on the post-DCE NRP.60 For

other income categories, the inclusion of unreported income is implicit; for instance, aggregate

rental income is higher in the National Income and Product Accounts (NIPAs) than in tax returns

in part because some rental income is unreported in individual income tax returns.61 Since the top

1% income share is higher after allocating unreported income, our results in this paper suggest

that accounting for tax evasion should increase income concentration in 2006–2013. In Auten and

58This third column is most directly comparable to the results in Johns and Slemrod (2010) on how accounting for
evasion modifies the estimated income distribution. See Appendix Table A7 for a side-by-side comparison.

59This rise is consistent with the fact that the top 1% earns a larger share of unreported income (more than 25%) than
its share of reported income (about 20%). For the 2001 NRP, Johns and Slemrod (2010) found that accounting for evasion
changed the top 1% share by less than 0.1 percentage point. See Section 5 and Guyton et al. (2023) for further discussion.

60In 2013, the adjustment amounts to $76.8 billion for wages (NIPA Table 7.18 line 2) and $639.8 billion for sole
proprietorship and partnership income (NIPA Table 7.14 line 2).

61No explicit reconciliation between aggregate rental income in the NIPAs and in 1040s is provided by the Bureau
of Economic Analysis because NIPA rental income is not estimated based on tax returns. Other conceptual differences
(e.g., the treatment of depreciation) contribute to the gap between NIPA income and income reported in tax returns; see
Saez and Zucman (2020, section 3.1.1).
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TABLE 2: SHARES OF TRUE INCOME, 2006-2013, IN % OF TOTAL INCOME

NRP NRP NRP NRP
Before exam After exam After exam After exam Our

No DCE With MA-DCE No DCE benchmark
No sophisticated No sophisticated Add sophisticated

P0-10 -2.6 -2.1 -1.9 -2.0 -1.9
P10-20 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
P20-30 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1
P30-40 3.2 3.4 3.3 3.3 3.3
P40-50 4.7 4.8 4.7 4.7 4.6
P50-60 6.4 6.5 6.4 6.4 6.3
P60-70 8.6 8.7 8.5 8.5 8.4
P70-80 11.7 11.6 11.4 11.4 11.3
P80-90 16.6 16.4 16.1 16.2 15.9
P90-95 12.0 11.8 11.7 11.6 11.6
P95-99 16.1 16.0 16.1 15.9 16.1
P99-99.5 4.3 4.2 4.4 4.3 4.4
P99.5-99.9 6.7 6.5 6.7 6.9 7.0
P99.9-P99.95 2.0 1.9 2.0 2.0 2.1
P99.95-P99.99 3.2 3.0 3.1 3.3 3.3
P99.99-100 4.2 4.1 4.3 4.5 4.6
Top 1% 20.3 19.8 20.5 21.0 21.4

Note: This table reports the distribution of true market income (defined as total income reported on form 1040 minus
Social Security benefits, unemployment insurance benefits, alimony, and state refunds) for different measures of unre-
ported income. The first column shows the distribution of reported income (i.e., with no adjustment for evasion). In
the second column, under-reported income only includes what is detected in raw random audits with no adjustment
of any kind (in particular no DCE adjustment). In the third column, under-reported income includes exam-detected
income and undetected unreported income due to MA-DCE. In the fourth column, under-reported income is equal to
exam-detected unreported income (with no DCE adjustment) plus sophisticated evasion. The last column shows the
distribution of true income in our benchmark scenario combining MA-DCE and sophisticated evasion.

Splinter (2019), the top 1% income share is lower by 0.8 percentage points after the allocation of

unreported income on average over 2006–2013 (and by 0.4 percentage points in 2001).62 In Piketty

et al. (2018), the top 1% income share is higher by 0.7 percentage point after including the forms of

evasion explicitly identified in the NIPAs, with no time trend.

6.4 Sensitivity Analysis

We conduct sensitivity analysis for all the key results from this section. As discussed above, one set

of sensitivity checks pertains to sophisticated evasion and the other set pertains to the allocation

of DCE adjustments.

We present the results of the sensitivity analysis around the location in the distribution of DCE-

identified evasion in Appendix Figure A16 and Tables A12 and A13.63 In the lower-bound, less-

62For example, in Auten and Splinter (2019), the top 1% income share before the allocation of under-reported income
is 16.9% in 2013 (Table C1-Incomes, col. DE divided by col. DB) and 16.1% after adding unreported income (Table
C1-Incomes, col. DM divided by col. DJ). Out of this 0.8 percentage point decline, about 0.6 percentage points comes
from tax filers. An additional 0.2 percentage points come from non-filers, as Auten and Splinter (2019) allocate 15% of
their total under-reported income aggregate to non-filers, assuming this income is earned by people at the bottom of the
true income distribution. We do not analyze non-filer income in our paper, but we note that recent analysis shows that
high-income non-filers drive much of the non-filer tax gap in recent years (TIGTA, 2020).

63Additionally, Appendix Figure A17 presents estimates of overall rates of under-reporting, as in Figure 8, using the
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sophisticated evasion in the top 1% is relatively low, from about 8% of true income, and incorpo-

rating sophisticated evasion increases this to about 12%. In the high-end scenario, accounting for

sophisticated evasion increases the rate of under-reporting at the top 1% from 16% to 22% of true

income. In other words, uncertainty about the distribution of DCE-identified evasion accounts for

8-10 percentage points worth of uncertainty in either direction for the rate of under-reporting at

the top, but our main finding – accounting for sophisticated evasion substantially increases the top

1% under-reporting rate – obtains for any reasonable DCE allocation. Likewise uncertainty about

DCE allocations implies some uncertainty about the concentration of unreported and true income,

but it does not reverse our findings that accounting for sophisticated makes an important differ-

ence, nor that accounting for evasion increases the concentration of income relative to reported

incomes. The estimated top 1% share of unreported income ranges from 22% to 40%, compared to

the benchmark estimate of 31% and the unadjusted NRP estimate of 11%. The estimated top 1%

share of true income ranges from 21.0% to 22.5%, relative to a benchmark estimate of 21.4% and an

estimate based on reported incomes alone of 20.3% and an estimate based on exam-corrections of

19.8%.

We present the results of sensitivity analysis around sophisticated evasion in Appendix Fig-

ure A15 and Tables A10 and A11. The basic pattern of under-reporting depicted in Figure 8b

remains across all scenarios we consider. Under-reporting rises with income up to about the 99th

percentile of the income distribution, then stabilizes at a high level (about 15% to 20% of true

income) beyond the top percentile. In our upper-bound scenario for sophisticated evasion, the

evasion rate rises sharply within the top 1%; the top 0.01% under-reports about 25% of its true

income. In the lower bound scenario, evasion is modestly declining with income, and the top

0.01% evades about 14% of its income. In the other scenarios, evasion is a roughly constant share

of true income within the top 1%. Across all of these, sophisticated evasion constitutes an impor-

tant modification to the concentration of under-reported income, and the concentration of of true

income. The estimated top 1% share of unreported income ranges from 29% to 38%, compared to

the benchmark estimate of 31% and the unadjusted NRP estimate of 11.4%. The estimated top 1%

share of true income ranges from 20.7% to 22.6%, compared to a benchmark estimate of 21.4%, an

estimate based on reported incomes alone of 20.3%, and an estimate based on exam-corrections of

19.8%.

7 Theory

In this section, we inform the interpretation of the above body of empirical results with some

simple economic theory. Our central goal is to explain why some forms of sophisticated evasion are

concentrated at the top of the income distribution. We also briefly consider some related optimal

tax enforcement questions.

distributional DCE specification from the most recent tax gap study, IRS (2019).
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7.1 Model of Endogeneous Concealment

Setup. As in Allingham and Sandmo (1972), an individual determines how much income to re-

port to the tax authority out of exogenous true income, y. Evaded income is denoted by e. The only

modification is that we give the agent the option to take a binary concealment action a ∈ {0, 1} that

will reduce the probability of detection of evasion at some fixed cost κ. The individual’s optimiza-

tion problem is:

max
e∈[0,y],a∈{0,1}

(1− p(a))u((1− τ )y+ τe− κa) + p(a)u((1− τ )y− τθe− κa) (1)

where τ is the tax rate, θ > 0 is the penalty rate (following Yitzhaki, 1974), u() is standard risk-

averse utility over ex post consumption with u′ > 0,u′′ < 0, and p(a) is the probability of detec-

tion with p(1) < p(0). If we restrict the individual to a = 0, this model obviously becomes the

Allingham-Sandmo model.

We view this as an intuition-building model, so there are multiple interpretations of the ac-

tion a. For example, the concealment action could be shifting income offshore or exploiting a

complex pass-through structure to tax obligations. With this interpretation, one can think of

p(a) as the probability of audit times the probability that the auditor discovers the taxpayers’

evasion conditional on a, p(a) = Pr(audit) ∗ Pr(auditor detects evasion|a). Prior literature im-

plicitly assumed the second probability in this expression is one, even when adopting an en-

dogenous detection probability (Kleven et al., 2011). We could also interpret a as the adoption

of a gray area avoidance/evasion position that is uncertain to be successful if the position is

legally challenged. In this case, the model looks exactly the same, but we would impose p(a) =

Pr(audit)Pr(taxpayer loses legal challenge|a).64

For simplicity, we do not directly model third-party information, though it has been shown to

be important and straightforward to incorporate into the Allingham-Sandmo framework (Kleven

et al., 2011). Intuitively, when information in a taxpayer’s income is acquired by the tax author-

ity from a third party, evasion on this income becomes easily detectable, and not reporting such

income would have a very high probability of detection. One can essentially think of third-party

information as imposing an upper bound on evasion. One can also think of the shifting of income

away from what would be covered by third-party information (e.g. shifting assets offshore to

avoid third-party reporting on domestic financial capital income, before FATCA) as a concealment

64In the case of grey area avoidance/evasion, we expect the penalty rate θ to be relatively low, as large penalties are
rarely imposed in situations involving legal challenges. Holding all else fixed, decreasing the penalty rate when the
individual adopts (a = 1) would tend to increase the adoption of grey area avoidance strategies among high-income
individuals. More generally, allowing the penalty to depend on θ would not effect the main results here, but a higher
penalty conditional on a = 1 could negate Assumption 1, i.e. with a high enough penalty, a very high-income taxpayer
might have no motive to evade. Our empirical results and the fact that harsh penalties like prison time are very rarely
imposed suggest that the case we focus on, where penalties do not completely deter sophisticated concealment, is the
empirically relevant one under current policy.
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action.

Finally, we introduce some notation to facilitate exposition of the results. First, we denote

the fraction of true income evaded—the analogue to the rate of under-reporting of income in the

model—by g = e/y. To distinguish the chosen g in the optimization problem from Equation

(1) from the g chosen under a = 1 or a = 0, we let ga(y, p) denote the level of g the taxpayer

would choose if we maximize the objective restricting to a = 0 or a = 1, given true income y and

probability of detection p. Second, Allingham and Sandmo showed that the effect of changes in

income on evasion depend on absolute and relative risk aversion, which we denote by A(c) ≡
−u′′(c)/u′(c) and R(c) ≡ −cu′′(c)/u′(c), respectively.

Concealment at High Incomes. We begin by developing some intuition for how the tax gap

should vary by income, and how this depends on whether the individual takes the concealment ac-

tion. The following Lemma summarizes what we know about this from Allingham and Sandmo’s

analysis of their model, i.e. under a = 0:

Lemma 1. The Allingham-Sandmo Tax Gap.

L1.1. If the individual is risk averse, g0 is decreasing over p, ∂g0/∂p < 0.

L1.2. If absolute risk aversion is decreasing (A′ < 0), e is increasing in true income y.

L1.3. If relative risk aversion is constant (R′ = 0), g0 is constant over true income, ∂g0/∂y = 0.

L1.4. If relative risk aversion is decreasing (R′ < 0), g0 is increasing over true income, ∂g0/∂y > 0.

L1.5. If relative risk aversion is increasing, (R′ > 0), g0 is decreasing over true income, ∂g0/∂y < 0.

Proof. See Allingham and Sandmo (1972).

Our goal is to capture the intuition that, as income grows very large, the fixed cost of adoption

κ becomes a trivial share of income, so the taxpayer will opt for the lower detection probability

given the trivial cost. The following assumption ensures that as the cost becomes a trivial share of

income, the benefits of adoption do not also become trivial:

Assumption 1. As y becomes arbitrarily large, g0(y, p(1)) approaches a strictly positive constant.

Assumption 1 is stated as an assumption about optimal behavior, but it imposes restrictions

on the primitives of the model, especially risk preferences. From Lemma 1, we know that As-

sumption 1 is satisfied under constant and decreasing relative risk aversion, as these imply that

g0 is constant or increasing with income.65 The main case in which this assumption could fail is

if relative risk aversion is increasing at large incomes. However, increasing relative risk aversion

alone is not sufficient to invalidate Assumption 1: g0 could decrease but approach some strictly

positive constant at large y. Assumption 1 is unambiguously violated under constant absolute risk

aversion, however: in this case e is constant over y and g = e/y will become trivial as y grows

65Assumption 1 also requires that the limit of g0 as y tends to infinity exists, which rules out some extremely strange
risk preferences and behaviors (e.g. oscillations).
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large. Another case in which the assumption fails is if penalty rates and detection probabilities

are sufficiently high to deter all evasion at any income level.66 We note that our empirical results

above suggest that this assumption is realistic, at least for a sizable fraction of very high-income

individuals, because concealment using the types of technologies we have in mind for a = 1 is

widespread at the top of the distribution. Assumption 1 thus allows us to construct a theoretical

argument that mirrors our intuition and empirical observation.

Lemma 2. Under Assumption 1, as y becomes arbitrarily large, g1(y, p1)− g0(y, p1) converges to zero.

The proof of Lemma 2 and all subsequent results are in Appendix B. We solve the optimization

problem (1) by characterizing the optimal level of evasion under a = 0 and a = 1, and then

compare welfare under the two of them to determine whether the individual adopts. Lemma 2

implies that holding the probability of detection fixed at p1, the fixed cost becomes irrelevant for

behavior as y becomes large. This result helps us compare a = 1 and a = 0 for large y to determine

which action the individual chooses. This comparison leads to our first main result.

Proposition 1. High-Income Concealment. Under Assumption 1, there is a cutoff in the model ŷ such

that holding all else fixed, y > ŷ =⇒ a = 1 is optimal.

Intuitively, adoption involves a trade-off between a lower probability of detection and the fixed

cost. The fixed cost becomes trivial as a share of income y at large incomes. Lemma 2 states that

because of this, behavior if the individual adopts the concealment technology is essentially unaf-

fected by the fixed cost. At large incomes therefore, adoption incurs a trivial cost, but, by Assump-

tion 1, the benefits of a lower probability of detection are non-trivial. The individual therefore

adopts at sufficiently high income. Moreover, this logic applies even in the case where marginal

utility u′ becomes trivial for large y; covering this case makes the proof more involved than one

might naively expect.

We note that Proposition 1 is not a unique cutoff rule, wherein individuals adopt if and only if

true income exceeds some threshold. A wide parameter search of simulations of the model suggest

that under constant relative risk aversion, optimal concealment does in fact follow a unique cutoff

rule over y. However, we do not explicitly characterize the conditions under which such a single

cutoff rule result obtains. In any case, it may be unrealistic to expect that concealment behaviors are

always exclusively concentrated at the very top of the income distribution. For example, the use of

cash to conceal transactions, potentially even from auditors, is generally believed to be widespread

for self-employment income throughout the income distribution (see e.g. Slemrod et al., 2017). The

result in Proposition 1 does however provide an explanation why in many cases, the adoption of

complex and dubious sheltering strategies is concentrated at the top.

66The rarity with which harsh penalties are actually imposed suggests that it is realistic to focus on the case where
penalties do not fully deter evasion at the low detection probabilities the individual achieves by concealing evasion. See
also footnote 64.
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Audit Rates and Concealment. We now show that changing audit probabilities can induce the

adoption of concealment. We do not condition this analysis on income for simplicity, but we dis-

cuss the results in relation to large empirical changes in audit probabilities for high-income tax-

payers specifically.67

Proposition 2. Incentivizing Concealment. Holding all else fixed, increasing the probability of detection

under a = 0 will weakly increase concealment.

Proposition 2 implies that if there is a concealment action that shields evasion against a particu-

lar type of enforcement, increasing that type of enforcement incentivizes adoption of that conceal-

ment strategy. Our results suggest that broad 1040 audits like NRP random audits (and the SBSE

audits with similar procedures) do not detect some types of evasion. Increasing the frequency of

these types of audits could therefore incentivize adoption of sophisticated types of evasion. It also

implies that increasing more sophisticated types of audits could incentivize even more sophisticated

types of concealment, if available. Under a slightly different interpretation of the model, the propo-

sition implies that frequent audits could incentivize the adoption of gray-area avoidance strategies

that would require protracted litigation to challenge. Altogether, the fact that audits overall are

relatively common at the top of the income distribution (see Figure A6a) suggests that a variety of

more sophisticated concealment and dubious avoidance activities should be more prevalent at the

top, all else equal.

Implications for Estimating Overall Under-Reporting We next formalize the implications of

these theoretical results for the estimation of overall under-reporting and the tax gap. For simplic-

ity, we assume that income is the only source of heterogeneity in our model; the basic point we

make here does not rest on this assumption. Let pD|a denote the probability that a random audit

detects evasion for a ∈ {0, 1}. We suppose that detection by random audit, like the overall proba-

bility of detection, is smaller when a = 1: pD|a=1 < pD|a=0. If concealment is optimal at income y,

so a(y) = 1, then evasion is detected in a random audit with probability pD|a=1, in which case the

level of evasion the individual chooses under a = 1 is added to the tax gap. The estimated rate of

under-reporting conditional on true income y will be ĝ(y) = a(y)pD|a=1 ∗ g1 + (1− a(y))pD|a=0 ∗ g0.

Expressing the actual rate of under-reporting as g = a(y)g1 + (1− a(y))g0, we have that the bias

in the estimated rate of under-reporting is

ĝ(y)− g(y) = −a(y)(1− pD1)g1(y, p1)− (1− a(y))(1− pD0)g0(y, p0). (2)

We under-estimate the rate of under-reporting when random audits do not detect all evasion.

More importantly, because pD1 < pD0, the bias is larger when a(y) = 1. Our results above suggest

adoption will be prevalent at high incomes, implying that this bias is particularly important at

67Note that empirical audit probabilities are based on reported income not true income; the publicly available statistics
generally report audit rates by reported “total positive income” (IRS, 2020).
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the top of the distribution. Because g1(y, p1) > g0(y, p0), widespread concealment by high-income

earners can even imply that the estimated rate of under-reporting decreases with income while the

true rate increases with income.

7.2 Implications for Tax Administration

In Appendix C, we build a simple model to explore some implications of sophisticated evasion

for optimal tax administration. The model considers the allocation of administrative resources

toward audits of two types of individuals, high- and low-income. One key difference between

audit allocation decisions in reality and in models of optimal tax administration (e.g. Slemrod

and Yitzhaki, 2002; Keen and Slemrod, 2017) is that in reality, IRS must allocate a fixed set of

resources are determined by Congress among various activities. Devoting more resources to high-

income individuals requires devoting fewer resources to other activities. In optimal tax models, no

such tradeoff exists. Turning to sophistication, we argue that the adoption of sophisticated evasion

strategies increases the cost of recovering revenue from high-income taxpayers. With an exogenous

resource constraint, this decreases the optimal number of audits of high-income individuals, and

if this effect is sufficiently strong then this can increase audits of low-income individuals. No such

spillover effect occurs in optimal tax models (or equivalently when the resource constraint is set

optimally), which we view as interesting given recent debates about the allocation of resources to

various types of audits. Naturally, the preceding discussion holds the detection technology fixed;

the presence of sophisticated evasion could increase or decrease the return to investing in specific

detection technologies.

8 Conclusion

We find that substantial evasion at the top of the income distribution was undetected in individual

random audits from 2006–2013. Investigating taxpayers who voluntarily declared hidden wealth

or started reporting foreign bank accounts in 2009–2012, we find that audits failed to uncover off-

shore tax evasion. Focusing on taxpayers who earn business income through partnerships and S

corporations, we find that due to the resource constraints inherent to the conduct of random au-

dits, a large fraction of this pass-through income was not examined in the context of these audits,

biasing detected evasion downward at the top. Meanwhile, random audit data on S corporations

suggests that under-reporting of business income on pass-through business tax returns is substan-

tial, five times larger than what is suggested by individual random audit data.

Theoretically, we show that modelling the choice to conceal tax evasion from auditors can ex-

plain why random audits that employ the same procedures for all taxpayers do not detect all

evasion especially at the top. Empirically, we provide corrected estimates of the size and distribu-

tion of tax evasion in the United States. In our benchmark scenario, we find that under-reported

income rises from about 10% of true income in the bottom 90% of the income distribution to 16% at
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the 99th percentile of income, where it remains constant or falls. Out of the overall top 1% under-

reporting rate, at least 6 percentage points corresponds to sophisticated evasion that is seldom

detected in random audits. Accounting for tax evasion increases the top 1% income share in the

United States.

We stress that the limitations that we describe here pertain to NRP random audits circa 2006-

2013; whether changes to audit procedures might overcome these limitations is an important ques-

tion for future research. These random audit programs were not designed to estimate the tax gap

for extremely high-income, high-wealth individuals. To experts who are familiar with these audits,

our results may be unsurprising. However, we nevertheless view these results as important in light

of an increased academic and policy interest in top income shares and tax evasion at the top. Coun-

tries around the world use random audits to estimate the tax gap (see, e.g., OECD, 2017, chapter

14). Our findings suggest that incorporating data from random audits into estimates of top-end

evasion and inequality requires carefully accounting for the sophistication of top-end evasion. In

this regard, statistical tools (ex. modeling the distribution of DCE-identified undetected evasion)

and additional data (ex. data on offshore and pass-through level non-compliance or from more

comprehensive audits of high-income taxpayers) may generate quantitatively important insights.

Our estimates are likely to be conservative with regard to the overall amount of evasion at

the top. From public reporting and anecdotal evidence, it seems likely that there are other spe-

cific forms of tax evasion that have the same properties as those we examine in this paper—

sophistication and concentration among high income or high wealth individuals. Such forms of

evasion could include, for instance, private inurement in tax-exempt organizations, and the use

of offshore trusts to evade tax. Many known schemes involve entities controlled by the taxpayer

in some fashion. The potential existence of more schemes than we studied above underscores

the main point of our theoretical results, that we should expect sophisticated evasion to be con-

centrated at the top of the income and wealth distributions. More research is needed to improve

estimates of noncompliance at the very top in the United States.

We identify several potentially fruitful avenues for future work. First, it would be valuable to

consider the importance of sophisticated evasion and gray area avoidance strategies for optimal

tax administration policies involving high-income, high-wealth taxpayers. Second, more research

is needed to fully understand the economics of the gray area between avoidance and evasion,

which is often important for high-income individuals and for large corporations. Third, further re-

search could consider strategic interactions between the tax authority and high-income individuals

involving sophisticated evasion. Finally, future work could consider the implications of our work

for white-collar, financial crime more broadly.
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